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ABSTRACT 
GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE DESIGN CURRICULUM 
SEPTEMBER 2002 
DAVID A. GOSSELIN, B.F.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
M.Ed., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST 
Directed by: Professor Beverly Park Woolf 
In an era where information is created for and acquired from on-line sources, 
including web pages, computer based instruction, and digital design, developers need to 
ground constructs of digital pages in proven design principles. Traditional art education 
provides such basic design principles which, it will be shown, carry over to digital 
design. 
Without a base understanding of “why” design decisions are being made, 
interface designers often create less effective and less readable interfaces. This in turn, 
could lead to reduced use of an application compared to other better designed 
applications with perhaps less functionality. 
This thesis proposes a comprehensive curriculum outlining the fundamental 
principles of interface design. An intuitive approach is used to hasten the learning 
process of the curriculum for those who do not have the time or resources for an 
expanded course curriculum. An evaluation of the curriculum, including surveys and 
focus group sessions, provides evidence of improved learning and the student’s ability to 
recognize, understand and produce the outlined principles. 
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CHAPTER 1 
NEW DESIGNERS BY DEFAULT 
Introduction 
The online dictionary of computer terms, Webopedia.com, defines a graphic user 
interface (GUI) as: “A program interface that takes advantage of the computer’s graphic 
capabilities to make the program easier to use. Well-designed graphical user interfaces 
can free the user from learning complex command languages.” 
Some of the most famous GUIs are the visual displays of the operating systems 
of Microsoft Windows and the Macintosh Operating System (OS). Both contain similar 
design elements that increase their usability by allowing users to navigate through a 
graphic layout rather than work through a command line process. These well designed 
interfaces have many of the same features: a pointer (used through the mouse input 
device), icons (small pictures that represent files and applications), windows (a way of 
grouping the different icons into sub categories) and menus (a way to select a particular 
command or operations.) 
The GUI has come a long way since its creation in Xerox Corporation’s Palo 
Alto Research Center in the 1970s. In the 1980’s Apple Computer, Inc. pushed GUI 
limits by creating the first Macintosh, which used a completely graphic interface. The 
advantages of this new interface became clear from the immediate user acceptance. Not 
only was it aesthetically more appealing, users could more easily navigate and 
manipulate data. Soon after the Macintosh’s release, Microsoft came out with the 
creation of their Window’s operating system. 
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Today computer use seems to be GUI driven. But just because we have this 
visual architecture available doesn’t mean that all interfaces are equally effective. Good 
design requires special skill, training and usage of principles. In fact, lately a flood of 
different designs have been pressed upon users, mostly due to the advent of the internet. 
Given a large number of internet products, pages, tools, etc. it is becoming increasingly 
difficult to find the right people with the right talent to create quality visual displays. The 
result of this situation is that the non-trained or non-experienced designer typically 
handles design jobs. 
To avert this situation, a comprehensive curriculum outlining the fundamental 
principles of interface design has been created. An accelerated, intuitive approach to 
learning the curriculum is also provided to hasten the learning process for those who do 
not have the time for an expanded curriculum. 
Design Theory 
The computer’s screen is like a blank piece of paper. Once we launch an 
application the screen changes to an appropriate interface or to new content sheet, with 
which the user will view and interact. That ever changing sheet of paper is the interface 
to the different applications. One can image that a poorly designed sheet can lead to user 
frustration and abandonment of the application. 
When talking about interface design we are really talking about an image made 
of several parts to form a cohesive whole. The pioneers of the Gestalt Theory hit this 
concept right on the mark. “The fundamental ‘formula’ of Gestalt Theory might be 
expressed in this way: There are wholes, the behavior of which is not determined by that 
of their individual elements, but where the part-processes are themselves determined by 
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the intrinsic nature of the whole. It is the hope of Gestalt Theory to determine the nature 
of such wholes” (Wertheimer, 1924). One does not need to know the term Gestalt to 
make good design, but design is improved by this fundamental concept. Such as the 
creation of a face when given a colon, dash and parenthesis,:-). 
In today’s digital culture, many people ‘seem’ to know the technical basics of 
digital construction, the ability to put together graphic elements to make an item or 
application part of any digital piece. Furthermore, given the accessibility of the internet, 
both as a source for readers and a publisher, everyone can attempt to show the world 
those digital creations. It also ‘appears’ to be rather easy to break into this field. A 
couple of night classes here, a few useful books on programming on the shelf there and a 
person becomes a digital designer. However, such people are not assured that they will 
produce good functional digital design. 
Though it might seem like these classes and books are worth while, and some 
are, few of them actually will explain that an interface is really several designs in one. 
Most trained designers know that a single shape is, in itself, a design. It is by 
understanding this, then pushing a student’s understanding to include a Gestalt-like 
theory, that he or she can make sub-designs work in the over all page or interface design. 
The proposed curriculum supplies this theory in a basic concept. 
Currently it appears that the market is flooded with digital designers. These are 
people that take the concept of an application and the necessity of providing a clear 
interface and create the Graphical User Interface (GUI) to operate the program or surf 
the site. More interesting than the overwhelming number of people that are functioning 
in these jobs is the huge proportion of such designers with no formal training. 
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Most of this flood of designers is due to the ever-simplifying methods that are 
available to the populace to function as designers. For example within the world wide 
web (WWW) environment alone there are hundreds if not thousands of different 
programs that support the creation of web pages. In fact, every computer operating 
system (OS) has the capability of editing web pages. 
The result is that more and more people are creating their own web pages. In 
actuality, this creativity may not be a bad idea, especially when it comes from creative 
individuals. The more web pages created, the more material available for surfing. The 
problem is that most web page creators have never taken any formal design classes, 
which results in a huge quantity of poorly designed pages. Making information available 
will not be helpful if people can not use it easily. For the most part, poorly designed sites 
should not be a problem until the user actively wants to, or needs to, search a web site 
for material. 
There is an ever growing population of younger creators making personal sites. 
In fact the younger populace is able to grasp this technology much faster than the rest 
since they “grew up” with it. One might think that some pages would be overlooked. 
However, due to the sheer quantity of pages and the number of search engines, it is 
nearly impossible to not get these pages listed in some search result. 
At some point a large percentage of these “creators” will go on to higher 
education. Many of them will even select science or technology as their major. Their 
lack of design training becomes compounded since many schools assume that 
technology graduates do not need a design course. The student assumes that 
programming or marketing and knowing the latest technology is enough, and decides to 
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put his or her skills to the test. Other people in the industry, who in most cases have also 
never had any formal design training, also assume that the new graduate is all set for the 
tasks at hand, including interface design. The result is often badly designed sites. 
This problem is also seen in the design of applications slated for education, 
though it is mostly seen in academia, or reference applications. This could be due to the 
lack of financial resources. Since there is no real profit to be made in education, or 
edutainment, investors are unlikely to support these endeavors. 
This thesis focuses on the importance of design in technical education. Without 
the resources put into better educational tools, those would-be designers will be 
perpetually behind in development. What we really need is to take a lesson from the 
computer entertainment industry. Digital entertainment companies may only be out for 
profit, but they know what sells: a solid design that is pleasing to look at and intuitive to 
navigate. 
This is why a fundamental design curriculum for GUI is needed. The proposed 
GUI curriculum teaches the most important design elements in a quick and concise 
manner, thus allowing anyone to benefit from its wealth of knowledge without the need 
for long term commitment. 
Beneficiaries of Curriculum 
Lack of design training can be remedied by a solution which encompasses prior 
knowledge and is ultimately inclusive. People entering colleges and universities have 
years within which to gain this vital GUI design knowledge. The hope is that they either 
elect to take courses that can enlighten them or that those courses are part of their 
requirements. 
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People who have completed higher education, or who have an inherent talent for 
technologies, have an entirely different situation. Since they have some interface 
development experience, though informal and most likely inaccurate, they might be set 
in their design ways. For them anything more than a handbook, or perhaps some 
reference material, takes too much time. It is not that they are stubborn, on the contrary, 
they are constantly on the look out for the latest greatest technical advancement. 
However, they do not have the time for reeducation. 
And what about those development groups that cannot afford a designer at all, 
like educational groups or fledgling companies? For them the situation is further 
compounded. Not only can they not take the time for reeducation, but they require 
superior designs in order to convince funding agents or clients for more funding from 
grants or investors. This is a classic Catch 22. Small groups do not have money for the 
design factor, but they are expected to improve the design in order to get more funding 
for the overall development. 
The perfect symbiosis of these situations is to find the most important design 
principles that influence the user and incorporate them with fundamental design 
principles. With this list of “most important” concepts it now becomes a challenge to 
create a curriculum that can be used for both the currently being educated, the already 
educated, and those who have no prior experience with technology. 
Curriculum Objectives 
The goal of this work is to establish a curriculum that will teach the fundamentals 
of design based on basic artistic design principles rather than the technology basics. The 
curriculum is designed on the assumption that design principles apply to screen and print 
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media. In terms of interface design, the computer simple provides a tool with which to 
paint This picture can interact with the viewer because of the technology that works 
behind the image. This curriculum also provides the ability for individuals to tailor their 
work in the digital media. 
The design of a GUI is unrelated to which computer language was used to 
program it. The language is much like the different mediums used in creating fine art, 
but in the end it is just a work of art. So we propose following the same rules as all the 
other works of art. Given this, we should teach traditional artistic techniques to those 
who wish to be our interface designers. 
The curriculum proposed here focuses on teaching the basics of design and 
enabling the students to articulate why it is good. A novice designer may be able to sense 
that one interface is worse than another, but without a deeper understanding, would not 
be able to explain or create another good example. 
Inexperienced designers should not use resources, such as tutorials and canned 
examples, found on the web for “interface design” as he or she may not be able to tell 
good from poor resources. Many resources may tell the students how to build a good 
interface, but few explain why it is a good interface. This thwarts the concept of an 
original design and relegates the student to settle for “boxed” or “canned” creativity. In 
contrast the proposed GUI curriculum emphasizes not only the principles of design, but 
the importance of knowing why a design decision was made. 
The curriculum’s guiding philosophies are: 
• Based on relevant artistic principles of design. 
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• Address the most important aspects of design, those which thwart clear navigation 
for the user and frequently are unknown to the designer. People inherently can 
recognize good design when they see it. But very few can either create it or explain 
what makes the design good. 
• Concise, yet expandable, allowing for the integration of other non-generic principles. 
We are feeding many different minds, some that will choose to explore the principles 
of design, and others that would like to know how to communicate a particular idea 
to another individual. Both sets of students are equally important. Information and 
examples must be displayed in a clear and encompassing manner for the readability 
of a varied experienced student. 
• Efficient in terms of teaching time. Technology is passing us by every minute. In 
fields that relate to computers, workers do not have time to keep up with all 
components of the field. 
• Timeless. The skills learned through this curriculum should be easily applied to other 
endeavors at a later time. 
• Intuitive. Abstract aspects of design can be summed up in practical examples that 
people see every day. By reinforcing concepts with known or simplistic examples, 
followers of the curriculum can make steady progress through the lessons. 
Furthermore, they should also be able to mix the principles into more complicated 
designs while maintaining a solid idea. (For example, a designer would be able to 
justify a design using multiple principles.) 
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Significance of the Study 
The curriculum will have a myriad of benefits. One is the evolution of a common 
vocabulary to be used during the development of an application and its GUI. If a central 
resource, such as the curriculum, were available to all those within one project, it would 
help production tremendously. This curriculum resource would allow project members 
to efficiently communicate design ideas, by being able to break the concepts up into 
smaller more manageable pieces. 
Many times designers will be given specifications, from which they create a 
mock design for a prototype run. Then, that image is split into many pieces to be used by 
programmers to recreate the look and feel of the applications. The original designer’s 
concept and the finished beta application are often very different. It is not necessarily the 
programmer’s fault; he or she tried to make the design fit into the parameters of the 
code. Sometimes the process is just not as seamless as everyone would like. 
With a curriculum resource available to everyone, designers can describe and 
emphasize aspects of design that must be kept during the development of the application. 
The programmers could then reference the curriculum as needed. For example, they 
could know which aspect of design was most important for a given screen shot. This 
would take the guesswork out of the process. 
Another person who would benefit from the curriculum would be the concept 
creator, the person who had the original vision for the application’s look and feel. Often 
the creator is not the person that programs or designs an application. Often faculty or 
research groups will approach a third party to implement the system. With the 
knowledge of an established vocabulary to describe ideas to the designer, the final 
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product would be more akin to their vision. This information could then be passed to all 
members of the project to keep everyone at the same baseline of design. 
This curriculum is also designed to move a person from a base knowledge of 
design to a more in-depth understanding in a limited amount of time. Furthermore, if the 
student has already surpassed the novice level, they should accelerate even further and 
have the skills to implement these principles into an actual design. While accomplishing 
this task, misconceptions with which a novice might have entered the curriculum would 
be addressed. Data on such misconceptions would be invaluable to future versions of a 
GUI design curriculum. 
Preliminary Study of Principles 
An initial set of GUI design principles have been identified. The design 
principles, for use with the curriculum include: 
1. Simple / Complex Design 
2. Negative Space 
3. Visual Energy 
4. Rhythm 
5. Hierarchy 
6. Leading the Eye 
These principles were chosen because of their similarities in function across 
media. The concepts behind them can easily apply to print, painting, drawing, graphic 
and GUI design. These are also some of the most common building blocks learned in a 
traditional artist’s career. 
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Since students are asked to build upon their knowledge by implementing one 
principle into an ongoing interface design, the order in which the principles are 
presented is also important. “Though there are various theories prescribing how to 
determine the best order ... it is generally agreed that in many cases the order of example 
[principle’s examples] presentation will affect concept acquisition [overall design 
performance]” (Murray, 1988). The chosen sequence allows students to go from the 
broad concept of simple / complex design, to things they can manipulate within the 
original design, such as Negative Space and Visual Energy, and finally to bringing flow 
to the entire design by using a principles like Rhythm, Hierarchy and Leading the Eye. 
“Simple shapes [designs] are shapes [designs] that have structure that is easily 
grasped by the eye.... Complex shapes [designs], in contrast, do not reveal their 
structures to the eye as readily. They invite the eye to linger and explore, to analyze and 
understand more slowly” (Martinez and Block, 1988). Designers typically are a better at 
one or the other; it is rare to find an expert who does both. Even though you excel at one 
of these design strategies, it is important to be proficient at both. Not only does one 
become more versatile, but one can also be better prepared to support his/her own 
argument for the design style of your liking. 
Negative Space is sometimes referred to as the area around positive forms which 
shares edges with the forms (Edwards, 1979). It is the space with no shape. Negative 
Space gives our eyes and minds a place to breathe, a place where we can take in what we 
experienced. It is a difficult concept to master in traditional design. Within interface 
design it is more difficult because you not only have to worry about the overall screen. 
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but you must also be aware of the individual shape’s Negative Space, as well as, the 
Negative Space between those shapes. 
“Visual energy [or visual tension] is when we perceive that shapes or 
compositions [or designs] in an image push and pull and twist, even though there is no 
real pushing or pulling among the forms of a design” (Martinez and Block 1988). 
Without this energy, interfaces would look very static. Everything may be laid out in the 
proper manner, but they still have no gusto: Nothing interesting, nothing that stands out, 
nothing memorable. Visual Energy is probably one of the most important aspects to 
design, but few know how it affects their design. It is also difficult to articulate in words 
so the visual curriculum should be helpful with this principle. 
Rhythm is another abstract principle with which people are not familiar, although 
it too is one of the fundamental principles of design. “Visual rhythms are ... based on 
repetitions of shapes, colors or interval” (Martinez and Block 1988). When something is 
out of rhythm, it means that there is an aspect of the design that breaks the internal flow. 
Very few students even know that rhythm has such importance. 
Hierarchy is when the graphic elements of a design are arranged so that each 
element is placed in a specific order leading either to, or from, the most important 
element (Martinez and Block 1988). Many students have difficulty explaining different 
types of Hierarchy (that which takes precedence over another design aspect). Hierarchy 
is also an area in which students may have misconceptions, e.g. ‘things on top’. 
Hierarchy is a fundamental principle crucial to good design that is often overlooked. 
Designers need to have this vocabulary and knowledge of their skills for real practical 
purposes. 
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Leading the Eye is probably the most important principle in this curriculum. 
Leading is what helps the user quickly and effortlessly scan a page. A good lead will 
make or break the user’s feeling of the interface. Many sense its importance, but few 
know how or when they should change the lead. As students become more aware of this 
important principle they should refer more to other principles to explain how a design 
leads the eye. 
The set of preliminary principles chosen for this curriculum in no way should be 
considered fixed or complete. Many principles work together to create a successful 
design. The concepts chosen for this curriculum represent the most stubborn ones for 
designers to conceptualize and the more important factors that viewers need to 
experience. Other principles, like alignment, are easily well mastered by most untrained 
designers, and therefore not included in this curriculum. 
In a preliminary questionnaire these principles were identified for students 
before they worked with the curriculum. A questionnaire was given at the beginning and 
end of two design courses. One of the courses, a digital interface design course, is the 
true testing ground of this curriculum. The other was an iconography and memory 
course, which is a prerequisite to the digital interface design course. In this Iconography 
and Memory course students learn how to convey the most amount of information in the 
least amount of graphic element. 
The questionnaire showed that many students could recognize good or poor 
design, but very few could actually use a set of design directions to create an image. 




Many would argue that this new curriculum is not actually needed, and that if our 
programmers, and would be designers, were to take an art design course, the situation 
would be alleviated. However, there are three factors that thwart this suggestion: that of 
time for those who have already completed their formal education; that of desire for 
those who are still in their formal education; and the realization that most student would 
not be allowed in many art courses unless that were also a declared art major. 
The desire aspect is a strong force. If you were pursuing a technology degree and 
then suddenly were asked to choose between a course titled “Two Dimensional Space” 
taught in the Art Department or “Digital Interface Design” taught in the Computer 
Science Department, which would you choose? And though the principles taught in the 
course may be similar, the medium is completely different with its own pros and cons 
that need to be discussed within the context of the design. 
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE AND INDUSTRY REVIEW 
Introduction 
Interface construction is only weakly understood due to the lack of adequate 
resources to teach the fundamentals of GUI design. Several resources exist on interface 
design, yet none of them do justice to the basic artistic principles that need to be 
considered when performing such an endeavor. Fundamental texts in the fields of 
drawing, design theory and application design are discussed. From the theories 
described in this curriculum one can understand good and bad design. Using these 
guidelines, we will critique several examples of GUIs in current industry. These 
critiques are ultimately supported by traditional artistic principles, which have been 
developed over years. The average person subconsciously knows many of these 
traditional principles through their interpretation and intuition of design. However, 
knowing principles is one thing and knowing how to implement them in a logical matter 
is another. 
Reviewed Texts 
Envisioning Information, by Edward Tufte, is a good resource for designers who 
need a starting pointing translating traditional design to the computer interfaces. In its 
pages Tufte provides examples of how large amounts of information can be either 
stripped down and/or presented in another fashion to save space on the page and/or to 
improve legibility for the user. Unfortunately, like so many resources it is disappointing 
that Envisioning Information did not ground examples with an adequate ‘why’ 
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component. Although this book did spur the curriculum’s concept it did not provide 
enough reasoning to make it a good sole resource for the curriculum. 
Visual Forces, by Benjamin Martinez and Jacqueline Block, was a driving force 
behind the curriculum’s conception. This book is frequently used as a text for more 
advanced level fundamental: drawing, painting and design courses at the college level. 
Not only did the text cover many principles that was ultimately chosen for the 
curriculum, but the authors also presented them in a concise, yet easily understandable 
manner with a myriad of examples to demonstrate the principles in action. By 
amalgamating the presentation style of this text with additional bad-example 
reinforcement techniques, the foundation of the curriculum was bom. Further 
discussion of this text will be found in the curriculum section. 
Web Pages That Suck, by Vincent Flanders and Michael Willis, presented the 
unique method of “Learning Good Design by Looking at Bad Design”. By combining 
this technique with the additional reinforcement factor of the basic curriculum a solid 
style of learning was bom. Throughout its pages, several pertinent bits of information 
added to the curriculum’s development for the new medium, such as: providing real 
objectives for the student and not just telling them how to do something, keeping the 
learners mind working by making them reflect on other examples not provided within 
the text’s pages, and discussing the extraneous factors of design like audience and 
consistency. These concepts and techniques all helped make the transition from classical 
design to designing for the interface. 
Drawing from the Right Side of the Brain, by Betty Edwards, supports many of 
the principles to be covered in the curriculum. Though this text is designed for teaching 
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the fundamentals of hand drawing, many of the key lessons relate to general design, 
which can easily be applied to design for computer interfaces. Incorporating these 
traditional principles into the curriculum seems to be a logical step for designing 
computer interfaces. After all, the computer can be considered as a glorified paint set. 
The Design of Everyday Things, by Donald A. Norman, touches on many of the 
factors that makes designs cohesive and understandable to the viewer. Throughout this 
text, the author dissects many examples of bad design. The value of this type of lesson is 
that hopefully we can not only learn for our mistakes, but those made by others. There 
are also many sections that have outlines for creating good designs, and although they 
were originally intended for non-computer endeavors, they can easily be applied to the 
creation of interfaces. 
Instructional-Design Theories and Models. A New Paradigm of Instructional 
Theory, edited by Charles M. Reigeluth, compiles some of the more technical 
considerations for technological design. This is not a typical source for finding aesthetic 
design principles, but it does allow us to develop some insight into how different 
instructional applications are designed from the inside out. This provides a unique 
perspective on the creation of an interface based on the necessity of what the application 
was originally conceived to do. 
Finally, a variety of applications and websites are critiqued to demonstrate 
triumphs and deficits in relation to these principles. Since the curriculum stresses that 
people can intuitively decide what poor and good designs look like, it is only fitting that 
we explore some typical examples of each. These references will be reviewed in the 
following section. 
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Current Technological Design Critiques 
Many examples of design principle shortcomings can be found in recently 
developed applications and websites. We will review from the following categories: 
Edutainment, Web Resource Sites, Commercial Download Sites, and Instructional 
Technology. These genres were chosen because of the diversity in their design and 
diversity of those who created the application. 
Edutainment Review 
These game-like tutors are typically distributed via CD-ROM. They allow for a 
great amount of graphic data to be stored and implemented in its use. As we will see this 
typically is not the route that designers travel in these games. However, we will also see 
how these limited graphic elements can be used successfully and not so successfully. 
Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? 
The classic edutainment game Where in the World is Carmen Sandiego? is the 
most well known mainstream technology application for education. Broderbund, the 
makers of Carmen use this description: “Expand your knowledge of world geography 
and languages as you track villains through 50 beautifully painted, scrolling landscapes 
from around the world, each rich with history, culture, and music. Spoken clues from 
over 200 animated characters you meet along the way will help you learn more about 
each country and culture you visit. Or take a guided tour with one of the ACME Good 
Guides and collect clues for future cases” (www.broderbund.com). However, the actual 
design falls very short of this description. 
The first thing that becomes evident with this edutainment application is the lack 
of color. Not to say that it has none, but it uses only a 256-color pallet. Limiting the 
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amount of colors typically reduces application space and lowers the required processor 
speed. In order to fool the user into thinking that there are more colors than 256, 
designers use a method called dithering. This places two colors very close together and 
allows the viewer’s brain to interpret the new color. It is effective, but lowers the 
crispness of the design. 
It is curious why they chose such a limited pallet. In 1995, when the game was 
released, 32 bit, or millions of colors, was the system pallet norm. In today’s systems, the 
user must actually configure their monitor down manually in order to play their game. 
For the target audience (children ages 8-12) this could actually become quite 
troublesome. 
Once in the game, users are presented with a clear interface. There are not too 
many buttons to confuse the user, and they are laid out all in one place at the bottom of 
the screen. But that is where most of the favorable considerations end. (Figure 1) 
The biggest problem is the interface’s negative space. The navigation center has 
two bars of dead space on either side. This distracts the user because it continually 
changes depending on the ground in front of you. (Figure 2) Character motion also 
becomes an issue. While characters are walking they are nice to watch, but when you 
begin to use your navigation center, the characters keep moving, an inappropriate 
activity. This gives those negative space bars an additional distraction with flashes of 
animated characters walking by. (Figure 3) 
Another flaw in Carmen Sandiego is the use of 2D characters with 3D-esque 
backgrounds. This technique makes the character stand out, but it is extremely 
distracting to have one style of character waltzing in front of another style background. 
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(Figure 2) This type of simple versus complex shape occupying the same space detracts 
from the background immensely. The viewer is continually tom between interacting with 
the simple animated characters and seeing the beautiful sights. 
Even with its poor design Carmen was considered a leader in the edutainment 
industry. However, one must wonder if that was due only to being one of the first 
examples of educational software which contained real knowledge and pedagogy. 
However, not only did it not fail, but it spawned several renditions of the concept. A 
decade later we still see newer renditions, hopefully they have also made better design 
decisions. 
Figure 1: Carmen Opening Screen Figure 2: Carmen Investigating Screen 
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Figure 3: Carmen Navigation Center 
Real World Math, Adventures in Flight: 
This application uses a flying metaphor to teach children mathematics. In the 
“Explore” mode users are given several different choices to achieve flight time which 
then they may use to ‘fly’ a plane. The exercises relate to many of the ground activities 
associated with plane travel and excites the kids for their simulated flight. (Figure 4) 
This application handled a limited color pallet better than Carmen. Even though 
the authors worked within the same color pallet as Carmen Sandiego. they made it work 
really well. This might be due to the good decision of using the same style throughout 
the design. By accepting the low resolution and keeping with more cartoon characters 
and organic shapes, they achieved a better outcome than if they had mixed in some 
inorganic shapes that would typically be associated with this environment, e.g. perfectly 
square switches and the like. 
This application also dynamically adjusts the computer’s color pallet, and does 
not require manual change by the user. This makes for quick and easy loading and use of 
the program. These designers also tried to use additive color considerations of lighter 
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designs on a black background. They only broke this pattern once the user was inside 
one of the micro lessons in the program. Here they used red text for important names, 
nicely drawing the user’s eyes to the important parts of the screen quickly. 
The application had great use of icons for navigation. The artist clearly made 
simple designs to enable fast navigation. Large, easily recognizable icons represented 
different sections. Their “Explore Mode” seemed to be a bit cluttered, but that was 
mostly due to the cluttered nature of a real cockpit. In actuality they cleaned up many 
particulars that were not essential to the scene. (Figure 5) 
Real World Math shows us that good design can still be accomplished with 
limited resources. Not only was the design team fairly small, but they even chose to work 
within a limited pallet. By taking careful steps to insure consistency and legibility they 
created an enjoyable and effective product. This shows the importance of a good design. 
Figure 4: RWM Choice of Activity Figure 5: RWM Exploratory Environment 
David Macaulay’s, The Wav Things Work: 
Based on David Macaulay's popular book, this CD-Rom lets the user explore 
diverse technological advances and inventions in a variety of different ways. One would 
assume high hopes for this application, but it turned out to be a great letdown. Again the 
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user is required to change the system pallet to 256 colors before the application could 
work. 
Understandably, the creators chose to go with a warehouse motif to show the 
many “things” that the user could explore. That is, if the user can find their way around 
the warehouse. First, the user is faced with an extremely cluttered navigation bar (Figure 
6, left side). There was some semblance of hierarchy within the structure, but that was 
quickly thwarted by the lack of rhythm in the appearance. Labels tilted and words had 
different background colors, which is extremely disorientating, especially since the text 
they used was red. This red text kept leading the user’s eye back to the cluttered 
navigation. (Figure 6) 
The presentation screen, on the right side, was also badly designed. (Figure 6) 
Admittedly the user might expect a warehouse to be cluttered, but the huge red fire 
extinguisher plays tug of war with the navigation side of the interface. This alone 
destroys the rhythm of the scene. A surprise is in store for the user when they click on 
the ‘Machines’ button in the navigation bar. Suddenly a completely new look and feel to 
the whole application appears. Now users are in a straight and rigid land; everything 
evenly spaced. This broke the rhythm of the entire application. (Figure 7) 
The Way Things Work is an unfortunate example of trying too many different 
approaches at the same time. An exciting idea became cluttered with too many useless 
design elements. By taking this approach the important data within the application gets 
lost when the user tries to figure out how to interpret the current screen. 
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Figure 6: TWTW Introduction Screen Figure 7: Machines Screen 
Web Resource Review 
The following websites typically cater to a specific group of individuals. As a 
result they can actually be less design conscious, due to their captive audience. However, 
as we will see in the other web reviews this is only an excuse and good design can be, 
and should be, found any time a website gets viewed. 
U.S. Department of Education 
The National Standards of Education web site provides a wealth of resources for 
those in the teaching profession. The site starts with promise, except for the glaring 
white background in the presentation cell. The white background itself is not a surprise 
since most people in education believe that the white represents paper, which is what 
users are used to. (Figure 8) 
It was pleasing to see some well-designed buttons in their navigation bars. Users 
can quickly find what they want. The hierarchy used for navigation was extremely 
straightforward. The tiny pictures also added to the humanization of the site. (Figure 8) 
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However, when selecting any of the buttons in the navigation users would think 
they had left the site, or went to some subsidiaiy site, due to the way the overall rhythm 
of the site was broken. First, the navigation bar really changed. Secondly, there were no 
more pictures or search tools. Finally, there were white and red bullets instead of the 
orange underscore lines. This was a very disorienting change in design. (Figures 9 & 10) 
Selecting the Human Resources button from the navigation bar the user is once 
again treated to a totally different layout, and this time the colors were different as well. 
A change in hue might be understandable, but a change in both brightness and hue was a 
very poor choice. (Figure 11) Understandably this is a different department and they 
wanted their own distinct site, but their design should have at least had some relation to 
the main one. 
The DOE website teaches us that good design can be found in unexpected 
places. However, it also shows us the price of inconsistent design within one framework. 
By not producing some consistent measure between sections of the site, users can easily 
get lost. Poor design can make or break a site’s usability in the eyes of its users. 
Figure 8: DOE Introduction Screen Figure 9: DOE One level Deep 
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Figure 10: DOE Search Figure 11: DOE Human Resources 
UMass Amherst Library Catalog: 
The UMass library catalogue is the library resource site for the University of 
Massachusetts at Amherst community. Since there are a variety of divisions that make up 
this site one would expect some variation to distinguish each from another, there should 
still be a central theme that would tie it all together in some manner. 
During my exploration of the resource I was presented with four major style 
changes. First an artistic use of negative space (Figure 12), then a color clashing series 
of buttons (Figure 13), led to a big blank screen that terrorizes the viewer’s eyes (Figure 
14), and finally to adding distracting table cells all over the big white page (Figure 15). 
This site raise the important issue of eyestrain. People spend hours and days 
looking on this site for information for their research projects. They should not end their 
research task with a headache. By using a huge field of white negative space the amount 
of light particles hitting the viewer’s eyes causes eye strain and disorientation. (Figures 
12, 14 &15). The second problem is the manner in which the eyes are led around the 
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page. Several different boxes, buttons and cells lead the eye around the page, so the 
authors are defeating the purpose of the site. 
The UMass Library system needs a lot of help with its development. Hopefully, 
these design failures and inconsistencies are just kinks that the authors know need work. 
The lack of effectiveness (and the user’s possible lack of desire to use it) is overruled by 
the necessity of the users to use it. This site seems to be a classic example of not having 
an artist involved with a project at all. It is this target author, as well as other types of 
learners, that the proposed curriculum would benefit. 
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Figure 14: UMass Library Search Figure 15: UMass Library Search Results 
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Web Resources Sites Review 
ICO: www.icq.com (I-Seek-You) 
ICQ is one of the most widely used instant computer messenger applications. It 
allows users to send quick lines of text to any and all of the other ICQ users free of 
charge. Yet it has arguably one of the worst websites ever built: too much information 
presented in a too complex design. For just a moment let’s think about what typical users 
try to do on the ICQ website: They want to download the application that lets them talk 
to their friends and families for free over the internet. In support of this, ICQ has tried 
to make a community out of their website. 
At the same time, the goal of ICQ is to “sell” the user their products. As a result, 
their website can only be described as sensory overload. When the user first gets to ICQ, 
they are lost, suddenly inundated with material, and text material at that. It is impossible 
to really see what they are offering in their community. The worst part is that typical 
users cannot find the download button. The button is shaped like a big lime football, 
which is very clear to see after you know it is there, but given that there is a huge 
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flashing banner in the middle of the screen, the user’s eyes are constantly pulled away. 
The excessive use of contrasting colors used for every heading on the page is also 
distracting. (Figure 16) 
Once users can get to the download page, things seem to be clearing up, 
compared to the main page. Now the user is faced with a nice lime to fluorescent green 
pallet for things needed to click on. But the user is still faced with a giant red banner, 
and still the text comes. (Figure 17) 
ICQ is the pinnacle of bad design. With a bad layout and color scheme, coupled 
with extreme amounts of text, users are faced with the frustrating task of finding what 
they seek. It is doubtful that this site has even budgeted for any sort of interface designer 
or ever will. The overwhelming amount of users that use the messenger application must 
be the only mainstay of the site’s success. 
Figure 16: ICQ Introduction Screen Figure 17: ICQ Download Screen 
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Apple Computer Inc.: www.apple.com 
One of the leading manufacturers in computers today is the Apple Computer Inc. 
At their site, one can find a variety of downloads in order to continually keep their 
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computer software up to date. It is refreshing to see the order in the Apple site. The 
designers have a very clear design. The pages were clean with hardly any clutter. 
Finding anything was a fairly quick and painless process. (Figure 18) Their navigation 
bar was also fairly ingenious. It not only put the current topic tab forward, but it also 
changed color (adding visual energy) and revealed the second navigation bar underneath 
to clearly notify the user of the new additional options. (Figure 19) 
Their use of color was subtle so as to not distract the user from finding what was 
being sought. Even their reds in the navigation were subtle enough to show users that 
they should look there, but not focus on the new buttons presented. In effect they were 
weighting the buttons without causing distraction. This was also evident in their lists. 
They used the alternating, subtle colors for users to quickly associate the description of a 
link with the link itself. They only fell short with their stark white background. 
Apple has obviously taken great care in the design of their website. By making 
the pages easy to read, with subtle changes in color to direct the users attention, this 
website could be used as a model for a good information download site. 
Figure 18: Apple Introduction Screen Figure 19: Apple Download Screen 
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Instructional Technology Review 
Many instructional technology (IT) systems have been built for the purpose of 
teaching a topic. These applications are typically distributed via CD-ROM. This allows 
the creators a vast amount of space for graphic content. However, sheer volume of 
content is not enough to make a good tutor. The use of good design principles, even with 
limited content, is better than trying to pack an interface with useless or crowding 
elements. We will see this in the following examples. 
Investigating Lake Illuga. 1995 
This IT tool simulates the life cycle of a lake. There are different exploratory 
tools to make hypotheses about the lake’s situation. Given the available technology for 
the creation of this application, it has an great sense of design. First, this application can 
support any variation of the system color pallet; though the program does not actually 
need anything more than 256 colors. This means that users do not have to fuss with any 
computer settings. 
The creators of this application also made great use of that limited pallet. The 
authors were careful to use colors that complemented each other incredibly well, while 
holding on to a pseudo-rustic theme. The blues they used were a bit too striking, but that 
can easily be over-looked given the over all consistency of the rest of the design. 
(Figures 20 & 21) 
The lack of screen clutter also supported a clean design. We can clearly see what 
is available to us and decide what to do next without being distracted by some other 
nonessential element. (Figure 21) This care was also carried though in the notebook 
element of the application. In this personal data assistant widget, they decided on the 
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note tab theme, providing a clear hierarchy for the functions of the pad. (Figures 22 & 
23) Furthermore, to avoid confusion they decided to use the industry standard default 
buttons for viewing QuickTime movies. 
Here we have a clean, clear, well-styled and designed application that follows 
many of the basic elements of design. This design team knows the fundamentals of 
design and has applied them in a very clear manner. Even though they have chosen to 
limit themselves to a bare minimum of elements, they have created a very effective 
interface for the purpose of the application. 
Figure 21: Iluka Tool Choice Screen 
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InterFire VR 1999 
InterFire is an exploratory tutor that teaches firefighters typical procedures 
during a fire investigation. There is a flowchart procedure section (Figure 24), test 
section and final simulation to reinforce their learned skills (Figure 25, 26 & 27). This is 
without a doubt what an instructional technology application should look like. The only 
criticism is that the backgrounds used in some screens could be a bit more muted, so 
they do not distract the user. Otherwise these designers knew what they were doing. The 
pallet was consistent and very legible. Text was well done with light on dark screens. 
The application also proved to be no problem for the system pallet. Ease of use was a 
consideration from the beginning. (Figure 24) 
The layout was also consistent. Every graphic element had its own place and the 
user could easily intuit where things were. The association of button icons to the relative 
parts of the application was very clear. There were no bells and whistles, and none were 
needed. The students can navigate without problems anywhere they like. (Figure 25) 
When there was the need of buttons, check boxes or meters were used and they 
were subtle in their design. They were tucked away nicely for people to easily find them, 
but did not interfere with the overall design. Clearly this was a well-planned design 
before it was ported and created on the computer. (Figure 25) 
Much time and design consideration has obviously gone into the creation of 
InterFire. This is most evident with the clean layout of the design, the legibility of the 
different design elements and the consistency that hold the entire application together. 
Even though this application’s target audience is limited to novice firefighters, the 
designers put in a remarkable amount of effort making the product effective. 
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Figure 24: InterFire Flow Chart Screen Figure 25: InterFire Scene Investigation 
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Industry Review Conclusion 
Obviously, InterFire is one of the better-designed applications. But one should 
not jump to conclusions and say it is the best. I would argue that there is a VERY fine 
line between InterFire and Lake Illuga. What this does show is that regardless of 
technology or money, a great product can be created with careful design decisions. 
Here we have reviewed some applications and sites that span the past 5 years. 
Although we have examples from years ago that work well, others are shown which fall 
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short. That is the issue that needs to be addressed. With some know-how and 
understanding there is no reason why most examples should not be designed with the 
care of these final few. There is a need for an intuitive resource for many of the fields 
concerned with multimedia and instructional technology. 
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CHAPTER 3 
REASONING BEHIND CURRICULUM 
Traditional Artistic Principles 
Without guiding design principles we would see a plethora of bad designs with 
every glance. Throughout the development of human history, through trial and error, 
artists came up with guidelines for each medium and genera. Some of the basic 
principles are still used today, like perspective and Leading the Eye. These principles 
date back to even before Egyptian time and hieroglyphs. Others, like Negative Space and 
Hierarchy, became fleshed out and predominantly used during the Renaissance. 
Examples of these principles can be found in the masterpieces of the great masters (e.g. 
DaVinci, Delacrox, etc.). Hierarchy was especially used to distinguish more important 
biblical figures from other characters within the religious genera. Our last true artistic 
revolution spawned such genera as impressionism, Dadaism and Cubism. Perhaps it is 
time for a redefinition of some of those principles for the new digital medium. 
The masters’ basic techniques are still being used today to cultivate new art and 
design in the vast resources of different mediums. These principles might change 
depending on the type of medium, but we look for the same qualities and use the same 
jargon to describe any piece of work in the visual world. 
It is obvious that computers are the next medium to be presented in the art scene. 
Many artists have taken up the challenge to push this new medium to new limits, where 
no one thought it could, or should go. The problem is that these artists may not know 
some fundamental technological aspects of their medium. Worse yet, is the technological 
person with no formal artistic background attempting to construct a solid design. 
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Throughout the history of design, artists have had underlying principles that they 
developed and then tried to follow. Unfortunately, the technological-aesthetic designers 
of today rarely have formal training and many do not know of these principles. This 
already available classical art training is not the only resource available to these 
designers. Through repeated exercise of their intuition of design many, if not all, of these 
fundamentals could be learned. 
Intuitive Learning Style for Design 
With adequate training, most people can create a good interface design. Much 
like the Socratic method of teaching, the knowledge of how to accomplish good design 
lays dormant inside every one of us. At a glance, most people can intuitively decide 
between good and bad design. However, without design fundamentals a designer can 
become lost within creativity and produce a non-aesthetic interface, which does no 
justice to the application purpose. We have seen several examples of interfaces within 
the multimedia field in the preceding sections. A person can intuitively make decisions 
as to which are good and which are bad. But only by knowing the fundamentals can that 
same person create a better design from the ground up. By using texts from drawing, 
design theory and application design, a system of principles can be developed and 
transformed into a highly useful curriculum. 
Many factors contribute to this design process. With clearly defined goals such 
as provided in “The Design of Everyday Things”, by Donald Norman and use of these 
fundamental principles, a designer should be able to create a highly functional yet 
intuitive interface. The obvious way to achieve this is to create a curriculum with as 
many intuitive factors as possible. 
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We chose an intuitive learning style for presentation of the GUI Design 
Curriculum. Our understanding of intuitive learners is based on the Myers-Briggs 
Personality Type Indicator as interpreted by Richard M. Felder and Barbara A. Soloman. 
• Dislikes performing repetitions and reviews, and prefers variety (Felder and 
Soloman, 1996). A good portion of the curriculum will include looking at a diverse 
set of examples that illustrate a particular principle. Only by dissecting these 
examples can the learner hope to understand the principle in a timely manner, which 
is one of the major objectives of the curriculum. 
• Has levels of interest that might vary. In the beginning of a project, the intuitive 
learner is enthusiastic, later he or she might lose interest and towards the end, 
interest is built up again (Felder and Soloman, 1996). One main focus of the 
curriculum is enabling the solitary learner to choose a particular concept and follow 
the instruction without having to proceed through the curriculum in a linear fashion. 
This idea creates something that will persist and can also act as a resource for those 
who cannot commit to the time needed for the full linear curriculum. 
• Does not pay attention to details, unless closely relevant to their study (Felder and 
Soloman, 1996). Since this is a very specific curriculum, one would assume the 
students have enrolled for a very specific reason. Making the curriculum available in 
a non-linear manner also supports the possibility of learners focusing on only what 
the learner would consider relevant to their immediate task. 
• Is an inventive learner who likes to make up hypotheses, guesses and explanations to 
things (Felder and Soloman, 1996). This is a modem art curriculum based on 
technology, and thus exploratory behavior is very appropriate. When put into the 
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position of designing an interface, the designer needs to make many hypotheses 
about how it will be used and viewed. Only through a series of critiques with 
perspective end users can the best design emerge. 
Since potential learners will either be digital artists, programmers or application 
concept developers, we can also infer that they will has access to a computer learning 
environment for the curriculum. A variety of programs and activities will be provided 
with an opportunity to invent, guess, teach, and work independently beyond the planned 
learning scope (Felder and Soloman, 1996). All possible learners using this curriculum 
would be used to the preferred environment. 
General Curriculum Outline 
People are surrounded by examples of design, and many people have the ability 
to recognize examples of principles. Each step of the curriculum begins with an exercise 
in which students are shown examples both good and poor and asked to find examples. 
“Though seeing examples is not the only way to acquire or improve conceptual 
understanding ... it is an important method” (Murray, 1988). Class activities should help 
students progress from the ability to recognize an example in a small supplied set to the 
ability to recognize an example in a larger set. 
The second step of the curriculum is to provide students with the vocabulary and 
definitions of terms needed to explain design. It is important for designers to describe 
the basis for their design and to provide a rationale a viewer. Introduction and 
explanation is key to letting others understand your design. Another reason is that it 
moves the student from reliance on specific examples to a more global understanding of 
the principles, especially with the more abstract concepts. The curriculum accomplishes 
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this through discussion, and explicit provision of definitions and terms. This will be 
assessed by a survey in which students must recognize definitions presented in language 
rather than graphic form. Students should be able to identify the appropriate definition 
or description when presented in a set of distracter definitions. 
The third phase is that students should use their understanding to create new 
examples. The curriculum provides students with the chance to develop novel designs 
and use their new vocabulary to defend and appraise them. Discussion of the novel 
designs also encourages students to consider how one principle might influence another 
in the design process. Students should become better at producing examples and 
defending them (using vocabulary given in curriculum). 
Hypotheses 
The curriculum will have the following impact on novice designers: 
• Students will master the fundamentals of design. This includes mastery of design 
principles and an improved ability to explain the basis of good design. Students 
should score higher on the post-test than the pre-test. 
• Students will progress along a hypothesized continuum of knowledge, from 
recognizing to understanding to producing. (This will be assessed with the three part 
survey, including recognition of examples, recognition of definitions, and production 
of a design example, including a written rationale.) As students become able to 
produce good designs, they should more frequently make reference to other 
principles in addition to the target one. 
• Progress or refinement of knowledge will vary as a function of pre-existing 
knowledge. All students are not predicted to reach the same point of expertise. 
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Specifically, designers with past experience should produce higher quality designs, 
as assessed by the production task. This will be evaluated by a panel of 3-5 judges 
with expertise in the field of design. (Quality is independent of accuracy. Quality 
will be assessed by taking the set of produced designs that are judged to be adequate 
examples of a principle and rating their quality.) 
• Students will improve in the three kinds of knowledge; recognition, understanding 
and producing 
• Students will improve more in the pre and post-test for understanding and producing 
than for the pre and post-tests for recognition. 
Educational Theory and Strategies 
Introduction 
So far we have looked at the practical reasoning behind the curriculum. Now we 
will examine some of the educational theories behind the curriculum decisions. 
When curriculum developers create an instructional design, they are looking for 
the most effective way to teach a given topic. “The disciple of instructional design is 
concerned primarily with prescribing optimal methods of instruction to bring about 
desired changes in the student knowledge” (Reigeluth, 1983). 
Only through this straight forward method could a curriculum be informative and 
efficient. This concept is carried through the design of the GUI curriculum; from what 
constitutes a principle, and from one principle to the next. A variety of methods and 
strategies have been used to insure that the most effective way of presenting the material. 
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The Elaboration Theory 
The GUI curriculum follows many basic theories of instruction, though, in 
hindsight, it most closely resembles an amalgam of Reigeluth and Stein’s elaboration 
theory and Robert Gange’s writings on Varieties of Learning. “The Elaboration Theory 
of Instruction prescribes that the instruction start with a special kind of overview that 
teaches a few general, simple, and fundamental (but not abstract) ideas. The remainder 
of the instruction presents progressively more detailed ideas, which elaborate on earlier 
ones. The theory also prescribes the use of prerequisite sequences with parts of the 
simple-to-complex sequence, and it prescribes the systematic use of reviewed and 
synthesis, among other things” (Reigeluth and Stein, 1983). 
The GUI curriculum follows this concept with its first exercise of a given 
principle. By first showing examples of classical works of art and allowing students to 
discover its different elements, students learn to identify general, but fundamental, 
thoughts and concepts that hold true across all of the shown examples. From this point 
students explore the different types of relevance between these general themes. These 
themes give rise to a student’s individualized personally constructed guidelines, or rules, 
which are kept in mind while creating a design with the given principle. 
Elaborative theory goes on to say that “a simple-to-complex sequence is 
prescribed by the elaboration theory because it is hypothesized to result in: (1) the 
information of more stable structures, hence causing better long-term retention and 
transfer: (2) the creation of meaningful contexts within which all instructional content is 
acquired, hence causing better motivation: and (3) the provision of general knowledge 
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about the major aspects of the instructional content, hence enabling informed learning 
control over the section and sequencing of the content” (Reigeluth & Stein, 1983). 
Furthermore, “the elaboration theory prescribes a simple-to-complex sequence 
based on a single kind of relationship in the content because it is hypothesized to enable 
learners: (1) to more effectively comprehend the structure of that type of content and 
hence to more effectively form a stable cognitive structure that is isomorphic with it; and 
(2) to form the most useful type of cognitive structure with respects to the goals of the 
course” (Reigeluth and Stein, 1983). 
This simple to complex method is fundamental to the curriculum. Not only do 
the individual principles become more complex upon a closer inspection, but the 
principles also build upon each other in a simple to complex fashion. These building 
blocks of instruction provide a clear presentation of the material to the students. 
By using this structure and not forcing students to all learn the same guidelines 
or rules, students are also able to discover different guidelines and rules each time the 
curriculum is taught. This is also consistent with the elaboration theory which says “a 
(simple-to-complex) sequence based on epitomizing (rather that on summarizing) is 
prescribed because it is hypothesized to make the learning more meaningful and less rote 
by effecting acquisition on the application level rather than on the memorization level. 
This is expected to result in easier and more enjoyable learning and better retention” 
(Reigeluth and Stein, 1983). 
By enabling students to discover new ideas and concepts, the GUI curriculum 
also provides a basis for sharing different concepts with others. This allows the students 
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to gain the fundamentals of a principle and to be able to tailor it to their specific creative 
talents over and over again. 
By generalizing the elaboration theory topics they can then be fine tuned into the 
knowledge varieties explored by Robert Gange. This writings, What is Learned-Varieties 
(1985), Gange defines five (or more) varieties of knowledge required for learning. When 
looking at the GUI curriculum, which deals with the creation of design, the varieties of 
knowledge’ definitions can be tailored to identify the components of design. 
• Discrimination: Distinguishing between two things, 
• Concept: Using or understanding a definition. 
• Rule: Initial steps (almost mechanical in nature) of implementation (production). 
• Cognitive Strategy: Realizing or creating solutions for problems. 
• Verbal Information: The ability to explain one’s concept or product. 
• Motor Skills: The ability to create something within given parameters. 
• Attitude: The desire to continue to produce. 
If we were to look at the different activities and exercises in the GUI curriculum 
we can see these knowledge components. Discrimination and formation of concepts 
happens during the “What do You See” activities. Rules (or guidelines) are generally 
during the “Find Examples” homework/in-class activity. Cognitive strategy and use of 
verbal information are developed and used during the class construction activity. Motor 
skills, or the ability to create, are honed with project assignments. And students attitude 
can be increased due to the inherent nature of basing this “new” knowledge on their 
preexisting knowledge and insight. Students often feel they have discovered all this 
knowledge within themselves. 
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From the Beginning to End, From Knowing to the Rules. 
As mentioned in the curriculum objectives section of chapter one, the crux of the 
GUI curriculum is based upon things the students should already know. This anchor 
allows them to realize that they do indeed know much about the principles at hand. Since 
design is an every day occurrence, with no way to escape from it, the students have a 
wealth of knowledge of good design even though they are not aware of it. Students 
already possess the ability to recognize, good and poor design. 
This knowing, as researched by Greeno and colleagues (1996), “is sometimes 
treated as having structures of information and processes that recognize and conduct 
patterns of symbols in order to understand concepts and exhibit general abilities, such as 
reasoning, solving problems, and using and understanding language. This approach 
provides a basis for analyzing concepts and procedures of subject matter curricula in 
terms of information structure that have been specified in considerable detail.” 
This process is strikingly similar to the exercises and activities that make use of 
modular designs. With the GUI curriculum we use modular examples as a stepping stone 
for analyzing the classical works of art. Since few things, in the most broad sense, are 
designed badly, students can quickly compare a given modular or classic design to one 
they may already have experience with. From this students will be able to make quick 
comparisons and determinations. These determinations are the basis for the concepts that 
will eventually develop into their individual guidelines and rules for design for a given 
principle. “Concepts, as defined by Reigeluth, are categories of phenomena, whereas 
principles show change relationships-they show how one change (or action) is related to 
another change (or action)-usually describing causes and effects” (Reigeluth, 1983). 
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If students did not tailor each concept, the GUI curriculum would only produce 
carbon-copy designers, which is not the goal of the curriculum. The objective is to have 
students develop concepts and rules using their own design talents. It is essential that 
every student be encouraged to present their ideas during class time for others to hear 
and critique. This allows other students to hear different rules and guidelines with which 
to test against their own ideas, then possibly integrate new thoughts into their current 
guidelines to form stronger rules and weed out misconceptions. This use of intuitive 
learning helps alleviate some possible confusion of the principle. McCloskey in 
referencing a study on misconception, says the data “suggests that intuitive 
understanding provides the basis for new understandings that develop and should be 
treated as an essential resource in students’ learning” (Greeno et al, 1996). 
As a further prevention of misconceptions, an analogy is used during one of the 
workbook sections. “An analogy is an important strategy component in instruction 
because it makes it easier to understand new ideas by relating them to familiar ideas” 
(Reigeluth and Stein, 1983). An analogy section was implemented to make sure all 
students were on the right track. The analogy ensures that a fundamental factor of the 
principle can be learned by the entire class. This allows a central point of discussion 
from which all concepts and guidelines can stem. This type of “Associationism, viewed 
as knowing the associations between ideas and learning as building new associations” 
(Greeno et al, 1996) is crucial to the student’s base understanding of the GUI 
curriculum’s principles. 
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Examples: Good and Poor 
The core of the GUI curriculum rests in the presentation and study of examples. 
The examples are of both good and poor designs illustrating the principle at hand. These 
presentations allow the students to view first hand which components of design work 
and do not work. The notion of learning by example is not a new concept. “It has been a 
major theme in education research for at least the past four [five] decades during the mid 
1950s to the 1970s, cognitive and educational psychologists adopted the leaming-by- 
example paradigm to examine and describe the process involved in concept formation” 
(Atkinson et al, 2000). 
Good and poor examples help to broaden the students’ knowledge-base. This is 
an effective way to teach what to do and what not to do with principles while designing. 
“Laboratory protocol studies by Cooper and Sweller revealed that when presented with 
traditional practice exercises, students tended to employ typical novice strategies, such 
as trial and error, while students presented with worked [good] examples before solving 
often employed more efficient problem solving strategies and appeared to focus on 
structural aspects of problems” (Atkinson et al, 2000). 
Students using the GUI curriculum see and discuss what makes good design. 
Ultimately, students hear all sides of the designs’ argument from which they create their 
concepts and guidelines. This is just another factor that adds to the curriculums’ success. 
In fact, many curriculii that follow this pattern are successful. “Learning from worked 
examples causes learners to develop knowledge structure representing important, early 
foundations for understanding and using the domain ideas that are illustrated and 
emphasized by the instructional examples provided” (Atkinson et al, 2000). 
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Production: The Ultimate Goal 
Just recognizing and understanding principles in the GUI curriculum is not 
enough. Students must also be comfortable enough with these principles to produce 
designs which exemplify the given principles. Students must be able to integrate those 
principles together within a single coherent design. “All of the psychological 
perspectives on learning school subjects assert that the learning requires the active 
participation [active creation] of students” (Greeno et al, 1996). This active participation 
will provide students with even more knowledge. 
The “class construction activity” is just the beginning of such production. It 
provides a narrow structure for the students to work within and gives them an 
opportunity to hear others’ ideas. The activity is always based upon a probable real- 
world situation for design. “Practices and formulating and solving realistic problems 
makes experience more meaningful” (Greeno et al, 1996). 
After completing this activity the students are faced with their own projects. 
Again the project is a real-world design situation giving the student a real cause to take 
care with their design choices. This is their opportunity to show their acquired 
knowledge of the principles to their peers and experience personalized feedback. 
The ability for the class to provide feedback is also very important. It allows the 
non-presenting students to become interactive and ensure that the presenter is sincere 
with their design decision. “Student participation in assessments creates a situation that 
stimulates fairness in judgment and responsibility for their individual intellectual work, 
and their contribution in group activities” (Greeno et al, 1996). 
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All of this knowledge is expected to be useful outside the canned GUI 
curriculum assignments, which is why there is a heavy emphasis on providing real-world 
design situations for the students. Once students leave the class they will have the ability 
to recreate and re-design for a plethora of situations. “Learning and transfer of the 
learned knowledge are critical issues for educational psychology. Learning is the process 
by which knowledge is increased or modified. Transfer is the process of applying 
knowledge in new situations. Not just in the classroom” (Greeno et al, 1996). This 
transfer of knowledge is key to the GUI curriculum for preparing people for any phase 
of design. 
Educational Theory Conclusion 
The GUI curriculum is successful because it taps the student’s current 
knowledge. We can not expect students to memorize good design, but we can ensure that 
they understand why a design is good. 
“It appears that educators can not build expertise by having their students 
memorize experts’ knowledge. That kind of learning appears to produce “inert” 
knowledge, unlikely to be usable in complex performances. Instead, expert knowledge 
must be constructed through activity and experience” (Greeno et al, 1996). 
With this curriculum based on established educational theory, more talented 
designers can be schooled in fundamental principles for the creation of good design. A 
variety of different design styles can emerge tailored to the individual talents of the 
students. The GUI curriculum promotes the knowledge of good design while supporting 





Twenty undergraduate students will participate in this experiment as course 
work for “Digital Graphic Design and Typography”. This course is designed for 
advanced undergraduates, most of whom have had some prior experience in art, design, 
or programming. The course is fourteen weeks long, although the curriculum will 
occupy the first half of the semester. The second half of the course gives students the 
opportunity to create a final project using what they learned from the curriculum. The 
participants of the experiment are all students in the class. They chose to enroll because 
they have interests in art or design. They essentially comprise a pool of potential 
designers, or those who design and wish to hone their skills. Past training and 
experience will be assessed with an intake questionnaire (see Appendix A). Students 
will be informed that their participation is part of the instructor’s research (institutional 
review in progress). 
An additional group of eight to twelve students that have expressed no particular 
interest or experience in design will also complete the pretest; the goal is to demonstrate 
that the survey instrument is not simply assessing common sense knowledge, but a 
higher learned knowledge. 
Materials 
Teaching resources 
An established battery of print and graphic examples of design will be used for 
in-class teaching, as well as the textbook/curriculum covering all principles (see 
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Appendix B). In addition, students have access to a computer lab as a resource for 
finding examples that support class discussions. This lab contained sixteen work 
stations with internet access and access to a color printer. 
Assessment Instrument 
Students will complete a three part survey to assess their recognition, 
understanding and design production skills. (See complete survey in Appendix A). 
Recognition and understanding are multiple choice questions and will be assessed via 
paper and pencil. The production section will be completed by providing students with 
a paper, pencil and drawing space. 
There will be two versions of the survey, differing in the examples. Half the 
participants will receive Version A as their pretest, and Version B as their post test. The 
remaining students will receive the reverse order of these surveys. 
Procedure 
Students will complete the pretest survey at the end of the first week of class 
(after the add/drop period stabilizes). The students will also be asked to create a resume 
of their current design experience. 
The curriculum will be followed in weeks two through eight. Each principle will 
be presented in two class periods, each 80 minutes long. The lessons involving the 
principles are built upon each other as explained in the introduction and were presented 
in a fixed order (see Preliminary Study of Principles). The post test will be presented at 
the conclusion of the curriculum in week eight during a class session. 
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Analyses: The Survey 
Recognition 
The recognition of a principle is simply the ability for someone to look at a 
design and intuitively realize that a particular principle is used in its creation. For 
purposes of this survey students were presented with four examples and asked to select 
the design which best represents the given principle. 
Each of the recognition questions has four possible answers. One answer is 
correct, one implausibly incorrect, leaving the last two as likely, but not correct 
distracters. The major differences between the distracter answers is that one is a common 
error and the other is an error in knowledge. It is this fine line that determines the correct 
answer out of the remainder options. 
Students will receive a score of correct or incorrect for each principle. Because 
there are degrees of correctness for each question students can receive a score of; 0, 1 or 
2 representing the correct value (0 - not correct, 1 - somewhat correct, 2 - correct). T 
tests will be used to compare scores on the pre and post tests. Errors will be examined to 
identify systematic errors, with a percentage of students choosing alternates reported. 
For example, there may be a decrease in the number of students who select the blatantly 
wrong alternative over time. 
Understanding 
The understanding of a principle is the ability to explain or define a particular 
principle in terms of its use in relation to design. For purposes of this survey students 
were presented with four definitions for the given principle and asked to select the 
explanation which best represents the given principle. 
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Each of the understanding questions has four possible answers. One answer was 
correct, one implausibly incorrect, leaving the last two as likely, but not correct 
distracters. The major differences between the distracter answers is that one contains a 
critical syntactical error and the other is an error in knowledge. It is this fine line that 
determines the correct answer out of the remainder options. It is possible that novice 
designers have misconceptions about design principles (e.g., important things go at the 
top of the page) that may be apparent in their answer selection. Analysis of errors offers 
a way to begin to identify design misconceptions. 
Students will receive a score of correct or incorrect for each principle. Because 
there are degrees of correctness for each question students can receive a score of; 0, 1 or 
2 representing the correct value (0 - not correct, 1 - somewhat correct, 2 - correct). T 
tests will be used to compare scores on the pre and post tests. Error analysis will be used 
to identify systematic errors, providing a percentage of students choosing alternates 
reported. 
Producing 
The production of a principle is the ability to actually construct a design that has 
successfully integrated a particular principle into a design. For purposes of this survey 
students were asked to create a design using modular shapes rather than characters or 
icons, to exemplify the given principle. 
Students will be asked to create a design to demonstrate their ability to produce 
the given principle. Students' designs will be evaluated by a panel of experts and receive 
a score of; 0, 1 or 2 representing the correct value as inadequate, possibly adequate, or 
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recognizably adequate (0 - inadequate, 1 - possibly adequate, 2 - recognizably 
adequate). T tests will be used to compare scores on the pre and post tests. 
Students should become familiar with the proper syntax and jargon needed to 
effectively express their design ideas to another. The written rationales will be examined 
for mention of multiple principles (e.g., talking about Hierarchy and Negative Space). 
This will be compared to students' previous design experience to see if there is a 
relation. 
Focus Group 
A focus group discussion will be used to elicit from students additional thoughts 
and concepts about the curriculum. Guiding questions will be used to explore which 
parts of the curriculum were most successful. 
Such items will include questions such as 
• Did they feel the curriculum was quick and concise? 
• What was their favorite aspect of the curriculum? 
• From which part of the curriculum did students gain the most? 
• Were the example sessions helpful? 
• Were the assignments insightful? 
With these types of assessment tools we will come to a good understanding as of 
how students enhance their knowledge with respect to design. As this is a traditional 
assessment tool and we will be testing knowledge on a subjective set of knowledge, 





Concept of Curriculum 
As stated earlier, this curriculum is needed for a variety of learners: 
programmers, designers and even program managers. Despite their varied jobs and 
responsibilities this curriculum would help any of these people during their design, 
production or implementation work. The curriculum needs to be semi-nonlinear, so that 
students can quickly cover material they know and focus on material they do not know. 
The curriculum also needs to enable a student to progress quickly because learners often 
have to catch up on several years of training in a relatively short amount of time. Relying 
on intuition and repetition is the key to the process. Repetition is used, but not to excess. 
“People can learn complex concepts [principles] upon seeing relatively few ... instances 
[examples].... The information a person brings to a new situation [principle] can help or 
hinder his adaptation to that situation [principle]” (Murray, 1988). The best available 
examples will be used to help alleviate any initial student misconceptions. 
The accompanying text curriculum (See Appendix C) is designed to show and 
explain specific examples of each principle. “Examples can be positive or negative 
examples of the concept [principle]” (Murray, 1988). This allows for few 
misconceptions while students initially learn principles. Homework assignments allow 
students to test their knowledge of the principle in a more global situation. If they can 
successfully identify the principle a certain amount of mastery of the principle will be 
assumed. “Several studies point to the fact that episodic memory (remembered 
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exemplars [examples] of things or events) is often used in reasoning about concepts 
[principles]” (Murray, 1988). 
It is also important for the student to use the proper jargon to talk about the 
designs and their design decisions. While they still might be able to create a wonderful 
design, being able to explain their creative motivation is an entirely different skill which 
needs to be learned. Few application design teams are willing to accept potential GUIs 
with little or no theoretical justification. 
The following is a generic example of a lesson that would be used in this 
intuitive curriculum. Throughout the lesson the learner is asked to explore and find the 
principles. This allows them to feel confident in their correct impulses and to give that 
“ah ha” realization that would turn an incorrect assumption into a more memorable ideal. 
This emerging curriculum helps the learner feel more confident in their intuition. 
Commentary will be included for each step of a particular lesson. Afterward this lesson 
process will be repeated for a particular principle without commentary. 
Introduction of Principle 
Every lesson will start with the assumption that although the learner has not 
studied the particular principle, they inherently have observed uses of the principle. 
From these experiences we can draw out the principles that they might subconsciously 
know. The best way to achieve this is by looking at several examples of design and 
deconstructing the inherent value of each design. Though the examples shown will be 
used for several principles, it is important to focus on a single principle once the initial 
observation section is completed. 
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The length of time for this process may seem like it can vary, but in fact it has 
limitations. The curriculum is designed for three class periods per principle. The sections 
are divided by the homework assignment. While this may seem excessive with the first 
one or two principles, when you begin to cross check against four or five principles it 
takes an entire class period. Under no circumstances should the entirety of one principle 
be taught in one class period, unless there is substantial amount of time for not only the 
class work, but to allow the students enough time to do their homework. This homework 
reinforces all that they have been taught in class so to brush it aside makes the entire 
curriculum ineffective. 
Step by Step Generic Curriculum: Lectures 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show an array of several good interface designs. [These need to 
be chosen by the instructor, or person who has demonstrated knowledge of the 
principle, such as an assistant. At this point, the students should not assume good 
design as a whole.] 
b. Leamer(s) are asked if the shown designs are well constructed. These comments 
should be logged down into a list. Each design should highlight only the single 
principle. [The attempt here is to get a shared response from the learners. By asking 
‘why’ for each comment made, students will begin to justify the principles that 
support the initial design. The best way to do this is to ask only 3-4 questions of the 
many presented designs. The list will become a set of rules for using the design. 
Such questions would be: what ties the design together? Is the image cohesive or 
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disjointed? Why? What feeling do you get from this design? What design element 
makes you feel that way?] 
c. After finding the principle, invite students to think of other things they know that 
follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. [This is a reflection 
process that will allow the student to realize that they have been exposed to the 
principles for some time and that they understand their use and that they can identify 
them.] 
d. The instructor will show an array of several poor interface designs. [This is used as a 
form of reinforcement. If students see bad a design, they will be encouraged to 
critically review their own work and not make the same mistakes.] 
e. Students will be asked why the designs are poor with regard to the particular 
principle. These comments should be logged into a list. Each design should only 
highlight poor uses of the principle. [Again this is used as a form of reinforcement.] 
f. After making this list of ‘do nots’, invite students to think of other things they know 
about that ‘do not’ follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
[Again, this is used as a form of reinforcement.] 
g. Start a new discussion as to why the particular element at hand is important [Just 
knowing that the principle is important is not good enough. We need to understand 
why is it important.] 
h. Homework: Ask student to bring in examples that demonstrate the particular design 
principle. Students are also asked to bring in an example that misuses the same 
principle. [This will sharpen their critical eyes. They will be ready to spot good and 
bad design at a moment’s notice.] 
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Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask students to display via computer found designs that demonstrate poor uses of 
the principle at hand. [The need to conduct a good presentation leads to the ability to 
talk about design in a critical, but objective manner.] 
b. Have a discussion about designs which are useful in terms of the principle at hand. 
[This allows students to begin to relate to the principles on their terms.] 
c. Ask students to display via computer their found designs that demonstrate good uses 
of the principle at hand. [This fosters their need to conduct a good presentation 
which stimulates their ability to talk about design in a critical, but objective manner.] 
d. Have a discussion about successful designs. Make sure that the design is 
systematically deconstructed during this process. Ask about every facet of the design 
and if it relates to the principle and if so how. If it does not relate to the principle 
disregard the design. [Deconstruction allows the learner to justify any doubt from all 
the presentations.] 
e. Make a list of situations that warrant the principle. [Not all principles will be used 
during the creation of a design. By creating this list a set of rules will emerge for the 
types of elements the designer may want to consider using in a certain situation.] 
f. Open the floor to the designs that work well while breaking the given principle. 
[Show examples that you should find for your particular class. There are always 
exceptions. You should mention these, especially cultural ones.] 
Third Class Period: Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: students constructs line drawing of an 
interface using that particular principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
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comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. 
[Reconstruction allows the learner to put into practice any thing they may have 
learned from the previous activities.] 
b. Capture the class image for future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) [This will start off a 
very short exercise, but grow to an all class period event. For each added element 
that represents a principle, cross check it with all the other principles in place to 
make sure it does not throw off the design. A good idea would be to have an overall 
concept to be designed. A pet food store for instance, see chapter 7.] 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first four principles discussed in class: Construct an (interface) 
image using the four principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
As you can see there is plenty of allowance for the emergence of curriculum 
through the learners own intuition, which is only guided and reinforced by the instructor. 
Now we will see an example of this curriculum for a specific principle. 
Specific Example Curriculum: Lectures: Hierarchy 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Show Picture of Good Hierarchy Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead to 
the principle of Hierarchy Design. 
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b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design element makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
Figure 28: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 8’ 6” 
x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
c. Class Discussion: What other things does the learner know about that follow this 
principle. 
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d. Show examples of poor Hierarchy Design. 
e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
uncomfortable at all? What design element makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What does not work well for 
Hierarchy here? 
Figure 29: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 ^ x 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
f. Class Discussion: What other things does the learner know about that has misused 
this principle. 
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g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular element at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good use of 
the Hierarchy Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Hierarchy Design principle. 
Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display via computer their found designs, from homework, that 
demonstrate poor uses of Hierarchy Design. 
b. Ask similar question as to when you, the instructor, displayed your images. 
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Figure 30: Raphael. The Marriage of the Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 Vi\ 
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. 
c. Ask the students to display via computer their found designs that demonstrate good 
uses of Hierarchy Design. 
d. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor, displayed your images. 
Figure 31: Delacroix, Eugene. The Lion Hunt. Panting, 1861,30 Vg x 38 %”, Porter 
Palmer Collection, Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago. 
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e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
f. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Exception 1 
Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor, displayed your images. 
Figure 32: Memling, Hans. The Mystic Marriage of St. Catherine, center panel of the St. 
John Altarpiece. Oil on wood, 1479, approx. 67 VC x 67 VC Hospitaal Saint Jan, 
Bruges. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
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Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of interface 
using the Hierarchy Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use 
genre “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop”, See Chapter 7. 
Big image 
b. Capture the class image for future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
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Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first four principles discussed in class: Construct an (interface) 
image using the four principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other 
students to question design motives. 
Step by Step Generic Curriculum: Accompanying Text 
1. Introduction: 
1.1. The principle will be shown in a variety of modular examples. 
1.2. The principle will be defined in layman’s terms. 
2. Reinforcement 
2.1. The principle will be shown in particular examples. 
2.2. The poor use of the principle will be shown in examples. 
2.3. An interesting fact will be given about the principle to promote memory 
association. 
2.4. Helpful hints regarding the principle will be given to promote the principles use 
in actual design. 
3. Reflection 
3.1. Students will be asked to justify the principles use in different material. 
3.2. Activity: Students will be asked to produce the principle in an example. 
3.3. Activity Reflection: Students will be asked to justify the principles used in their 
activity illustration. 
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Specific Example Curriculum; Accompanying Text: Hierarchy 
1. Introduction: 
1.1. One of the best ways to understand Hierarchy is to see it in examples. We ask 
you to peruse some selected examples to identify with the principle of Hierarchy. 
The following modular examples will best illustrate the principle in a straight 
forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize the principle in traditional 
examples. 
n ■ * T # ★ ▲ 
# • 
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1.2. In short, Hierarchy is the arrangement of graphic elements within a design so that 
each element is placed in a specific order leading either to or from the most 
important element. We see this in a variety of traditional examples. Many of the 
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great masters used the classic “Madonna and Child” within some of their more 
ecclesiastic works. Here we find that the Madonna is always portrayed as the 
most important graphic element. 
2. Reinforcement 
2.1. Look at this and other types of Hierarchy on the following examples. Note that 
the “most important” graphic element is not necessarily the biggest or always 
placed at the topmost part of the image. 
Size Motion 
Figure 33: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, Figure 34: Caravaggio. The Entombment 
Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the of Christ. Painting, 1602-1604. 9’ 10 14” 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. x 6’ 8”, Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. 
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Placement and Shadowing Pointed 
Figure 35: Gentileschi, Artemisia. Judith 
and Maidservant with Head of Holofernes. 
c. 1625, Appox. 6’ x 4’ 8”, Detroit 
Institute of Arts. 
Figure 36: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 1513, 
Villa Farnesina, Rome. 
2.2. There are always those times that an artist or designer thinks that they can use 
Hierarchy differently. This usually produces mixed results. It is one thing to not 
use a principle (e.g. a table layout has no Hierarchy), but it is quite another to 
attempt to push the definition of Hierarchy. The following examples illustrate 
poor uses of Hierarchy and contain a suggestion of why. 
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Too Crowded Lack of Important Element 
Figure 37: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 38: Bruegel the Elder, Pieter. The 
Peasant Dance. Oil on wood, c. 1567, 
Approx. 45” x 65”, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna. 
Over shadowed Conflicting Important Elements 
Figure 39: Velaquez, Diego. Las Meninas. Figure 40: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival of 
Painting, 1656 Approx. 10’ 5” x 9’, Museo Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. Painting, 
del Prado, Madrid. 1622-1625, Approx. 61” x 45 2If, Louvre, 
Paris 
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2.3. We have shown several different varieties of Hierarchy in the previous examples. 
One way to think of Hierarchy is to think of a Christmas Tree. The branch 
decorations all lead up to the star or angle at the top of the tree. Note that we are 
not saying that the most important element is always at the top. On the contrary, 
turn the Christmas Tree up side down. You are still forced to look at the most 
important element at the bottom of the tree. In fact even if you add a full nativity, 
a fairly large element, you sill look at the star, even upside down. And even if 
you take away the “tree” part and leave just the decorations you are still forced to 
look at the star. See the examples below. Turn the page to test the top of the 
screen importance. 
Figure 41: Christmas Tree Analogy 
2.4. There is a time and place to use Hierarchy, a designer does not need to use it all 
the time. In fact, unless there is a particular element you need to promote more 
than every other element, you probably do not need to use it at all. If you are 
creating a design based on a list, such as a navigation bar, there is no Hierarchy. 
The same also holds true if you are making a table layout. Hierarchy is only 
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relevant when the design calls for it. Do not try to integrate it in every design 
because it is not possible. 
3. Reflection 
3.1. Many examples have been presented about this principle, now take the time to 
see if you can justify in each example why Hierarchy was chosen to illustrate a 
particular graphic design element. Go through the following examples and jot 
down your ideas. This exercise will help you justify your own designs in the 
future. 
Figure 42: Anonymous. The Transformation 
of Jesus, apse mosaic from the church of the 
monastery of St. Catherine. Mosaic, c.560, 
Mount Sinai, Egypt. 
Figure 43: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). 
Oil on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 Vi\ 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
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Figure 44: Giotto. Lamentation, c. 1305, 
Fresco, Arena Chapel, Padua. 
Figure 45: Caravaggio. Death of the 
Virgin. Painting, 1605-1606. Appox. 12’ 
x 8’, Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 46: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery (in 
which a lamp is put in place of the sun). Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby Museums and 
Art Gallery, Derby, England. 
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3.2. Now take the time to create you own Hierarchy Design for the pet store poster or 
website. Be sure to understand why you are making which graphic element the 
most important. Also be aware of how the other elements lead you to that 
3.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Relation of Class Activities to Different Knowledge 
There is a direct correlation between the activities within the curriculum and the 
types of knowledge and abilities we are measuring for improvement in the curriculum. 
The “recognition” section represents a student’s capability for visual recognition of 
principles within examples provided by someone else. The “understanding” section 
represents a student’s knowledge of definitions. And the “producing” section represents 
a student’s ability to actually create a design using a given principle. 
Each principle and knowledge type is addressed multiple times. This section will 
look at which activity acts as repetition and reflection for what point. The most 
important part is that throughout the whole curriculum, regardless of what the students 
are taught, their own emerging knowledge was the most important. 
The Lecture: Part One 
The first class activity is the “what did you think?” exercise. The intent of this is 
for students to discover the current principle. (Recognition) However, in practice this 
happened only about half the time. Though it does seem to get students thinking in a 
more creative way, which does help them open their minds to the material in the 
workbook. 
Next the class is shown classic examples and are asked the same “what did you 
think?” question. (Recognition) Much of the same student behavior is to be expected. 
But again if the students can not find the principle of the day, it will become an “Open 
Your Mind” exercise. This too seems to help students have a more productive 
experience with the workbook. 
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The students are now assigned a short homework activity to find good and poor 
examples of the current principle. (Recognition) This is assigned as a way for them to 
prove that they recognize the given principle. Since they are also completing the 
workbook at the same time, this exercise is typically done after completion of those 
sections. This in turn, strengthens their knowledge and understanding of what they 
should be finding for a good example of the principle. 
The Workbook 
The workbook starts by showing different examples of the design principle in a 
modular fashion. This promotes learners to realize that the principle is actually easy to 
grasp, and in fact one they probably already know from their own experience. This 
section helps them to recognize a principle even if they do not realize it. 
To reinforce the learner’s knowledge base for the principle, a definition for that 
principle is given. This definition is quoted or derived from different experts in the field. 
This section helps students relate to understanding a principle through what they are 
given. 
Much like the modular examples, students are given classical works of art that 
are good examples of a principle. This basically is a more complex step than the modular 
examples. This also reinforces the notion that they do actually already recognize the 
principle, but perhaps did not know that they could recognize it. 
An analogy is given for the student to relate the new principle to an every day 
design situation. This helps the student really understand how it can be applied. In this 
different type of understanding, students are also given the chance to create their own 
version of a definition for the principle. 
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Next students are shown poor art examples of the principle. This is the reverse of 
the good art example section. But this time they are shown examples which expose them 
to the arguments of what not to do. By doing this, the curriculum helps narrow the 
student’s visual definition of the principle. Like the good classical examples this should 
reinforce the student’s recognition of a principle. 
Several classic examples are shown to help the student make decisions about 
whether they represent good or poor uses of the principle. This exercise helps the 
student hone his or her recognition and understanding of the given principle. First 
students determine if a design is good, which would be recognition. But then they are 
asked to justify why it is good by providing a verbal description, which is understanding. 
Also by asking them the same questions of the bad examples, they can come to their own 
understanding as to what not to do if they wish to use the principle successfully. 
After completing all the previous activities, it is time for the student to put what 
they know into practice. It is only by practice that the student will actually be able to 
continually produce design using the principles. Production practice, and exercise 
preparation for the second lecture, is achieved by having the genre of the final workbook 
activity mimic that of the in class construction activity. 
The Lecture Part Two 
The justification discussion is a continuation of the homework assignment given 
in the previous class. This exercise puts students in a position of justifying their beliefs 
of why a particular design integrates the principle. During the positive justifications time 
a list of descriptors is formed. The same is done for the negative justification for the 
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poor examples. These lists allow the students to once again create their own definitions 
of what it take to make a particular principle effective or ineffective. 
The next exercise, the class construction activity, is an opportunity for students 
to express the best use of a principle given fixed design elements and a specific goal. 
(The outcome of this activity during the actual course was very successful even though 
many felt that it was counter-productive. The students felt negatively about the group 
project because they had an overall general dislike of group activities and because they 
were asked to design by committee.) The real goal is for the students to see different 
possible combinations of design elements that work with the given principle. The most 
important aspect is that these designs are constructed by the student, giving them more 
experience with design production. 
The pinnacle production activity for students is the individual homework 
projects. Given certain elements that must be included, they each need to create their 
own design. They are not explicitly asked to integrate any principle. Rather it is expected 
that they would, due to their increased awareness of them. (The students’ designs were 
veiy successful by the end. They were producing quality work on their own.) 
The curriculum is built to enhance a student’s awareness in the areas of 
recognition, understanding and being able to produce better design. This is achieved 
with the combination of the lectures and workbook. There are several opportunities for 
the student to discover the principles and begin producing designs using them. This 





Twenty students received the complete curriculum and assessments (i.e. pre-test, 
lectures, workbook, activities, post-test.) The results of the curriculum’s evaluation are 
given in this chapter. 
85% of the class had higher scores on the post test than at pretest. 15% of the 
class (or 3 students) had either no increase in score or slightly lower scores on the post¬ 
test set of surveys. Of the 85% that did better it is arguable that 47% of the class (or 8 
students) had a fair increase (.5 - 3.75) in scores from pre-test to post-test, that 23.5% of 
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the class (or 4 students) had a moderate increase (3.75 - 7) in scores from pre-test to 
post-test, that 23.5% of the class (or 4 students) had a good increase (7 - 10.25) in 
scores from pre-test to post-test, that 6% of the class (or 1 students) had a very good 
increase (10.25 - 13.5) in scores from pre-test to post-test. 
Table 2: Average Scores, Biggest Increases and Decreases 





Pre Test Post Test 
The average pre-test score was 27.13 out of a possible 36. The average post-test 
score was 29.47 out of the same 36. The lowest pre-test score was 18. The highest pre¬ 
test score was 31. The lowest post-test score was 27. The highest post-test score was 
31.5. The average change between pre-test and post-test scores was 2.34. 
Data for Each Test Section 
The data was then broken down into the different sections for analysis: 
recognition (the ability for someone to be able to look at a design and intuitively realize 
that a particular principle is being used in its creation), understanding (the ability for 
someone to explain or define a particular principle in terms of its use in relation to 
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design), and production (the ability for someone to actually construct a design that has 
successfully integrated the particular principle into a design). 
When the mean score of each student’s pre-test is compared to their post-test 
score of the same test section, a better explanation of the success of the curriculum is 
found. Technically there was no significant differences from pre-test to post-test for 
recognition or understanding. The mean scores did increase from pre to post, but the 
difference was not significant. Since the pre-test scores started pretty high, there was 
little room for them to increase. This ceiling effect will be discussed later. 
There was, however, a highly significant effect of the curriculum on production. 
Students experienced a substantial increase in their scores from pre-test to post-test that 
was unlikely to be due to chance. Since the ability to produce better design was the 
major goal of this curriculum this is a big success. And, as mentioned before, only by 
implementation of this design knowledge can one truly become better at production. 
Several factors influenced the accumulated data. An unexpected number of 
students came into the class with more experience than anticipated. This had a ceiling 
effect on the data, such that the scores in the pre-test began higher than expected. Since 
there was an increase in the post-test, although a non substantial one, it provides 
evidence that even experienced individuals learned from the curriculum. 
This influx of experienced students could have happened because the course was 
billed as an upper level course in a non-traditional school. Only experienced students 
took the class. Since the class was offered at a non-traditional school, where students 
make up their own curriculum, about half (10) did have prior design training. 
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Regardless of the influences, many interesting results are presented by the data. 
For example, the pre-test was daunting to some students. One student did not attempt a 
single recognition question. One student did not attempt a single understanding question. 
Five students did not attempt production questions. On the other hand, students found 
the post-test doable. All students attempted all questions. A possible explanation is that 
the many opportunities to create design within the curriculum enabled students to feel 
more confident about their own designs. 
Table 3: Ceiling Effect on Scores 
Another explanation may be directly linked to the amount of previous experience 
students had before starting the curriculum. Students (7) with very good (between 27.75 
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and 36) scores on the pre-survey gained few points (on average .38). Students (12) with 
good scores (between 18.5 and 27.75) on the pre-survey gained a moderate amount of 
points (on average 5.125). The student (1) with the fair score (between 9.25 and 18.5) 
on the pre-survey gained a substantial amount of points (13.5) in the post-test. There 
were no students who did poorly (between 0 and 9.25) on the pre-test or post test. This 
does seem to point to the ceiling effect mentioned earlier. 
When we look at individual scores of the biggest gainers and losers, another 
interesting situation is presented. The lowest score in the post-test was achieved by the 
student who lost the most amount of points (2) compared to the pretest. And the highest 
score in the post-test was achieved by the student who gained the most amount of points 
(13.5) compared to the pre-test. (This score also was achieved by another student who 
gained 5 points.) 
One thought was that the person who lost points from pre to post test was very 
experienced with traditional artistic foundations. This person was then exposed to an 
entirely different way of looking and deciphering design. This may have had an affect on 
the individual that resulted in the lower score. It is arguable that though this score 
dropped this does not mean the student did not learn from the curriculum. On the 
contrary, the ability to see other perspectives is invaluable and immeasurably important 
in design. 
The data shows that students involved in the curriculum had a small increase in 
their ability to recognize the design principles. The data also shows that there was a 
small increase in their ability to understand the design principle. Since there is some 
increase in the mean score, there is reason to believe that the curriculum helped with the 
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recognition and understanding sections, but the effect was limited by the fairly small 
sample size. 
Finally the data shows a significantly positive change in the students’ ability to 
produce design with the given principles. With the primary reason for the creation of the 
curriculum being the education of those dealing with design and improving their ability 
to create good design, these finding show promise. Especially since some could argue 
that the evaluation of art and design is a subjective process, not a technical one. 
Focus Group Reflection 
The focus group was comprised of eighteen students involved in the curriculum. 
An entire class period, eighty minutes, was devoted to this exercise. Due to the 
unforeseen circumstance of the original two moderators being unable to attend, the 
instructor officiated the focus group. However, due to the out spoken nature of the 
students and typical critique atmosphere of the course, it appeared that no abnormalities 
occurred. (The exact list of focus group questions can be found in Appendix A.) 
Several questions were asked of the students during a focus group session. These 
questions were designed to elicit student experiences during the curriculum. The focus 
group comments recorded in this section are a synthesis of those comments that were 
agreed upon by a significant amount of students, four or more, unless otherwise noted. 
General Introduction Questions 
The entire class was interested in digital design. At least half the class felt more 
qualified to produce digital design after being involved in the curriculum. Few said that 
they felt only somewhat more qualified. And only one said that it was debatable that they 
felt more qualified. 
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Workbook 
About half of the class expressed a positive feeling towards the format of the 
workbook. A few students were indifferent about the format and a few were negative. 
The students at times felt the workbook was too vague and repetitive. They also 
expressed a desire for more specific examples of each principle. They wanted the 
workbook to be generally more technical than it was. 
More than half of the students felt that they learnt each principle from the 
workbook. Many students felt that the workbook was mostly successful as a resource for 
the lectures. A few students were indifferent or did not have a positive experience with 
the workbook. Students expressed a desire for more current examples of design (though 
specifics were not mentioned), not the old masters’ paintings. Despite this criticism, an 
overwhelming majority of students said they did not feel lost while using the workbook. 
Three quarters of the class said that the mini-production activity at the end of 
each workbook section was easy for them to complete. The other quarter of the students 
said the activities were moderately difficult to complete. These students said their 
confidence was high, but they were unsure that they were correctly completing the 
activity due to the lack of feedback on the previous week’s assignment. Some students 
said that a frame of reference for the activity would have been helpful given the other 
things they were being asked to do. 
More than three quarters of the students felt that they could complete the 
workbook’s mini-production activity at the end of each workbook section. A few said 
they could complete it only occasionally. Their biggest concern was again feedback. 
Students made suggestions to help streamline this activity including: using a 
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standardized set of shapes, or making the activity feel more practical. They said these 
changes would have made the activities more exciting. 
Half the class felt that they could complete the production activity at the end of 
the workbook sections without looking back in the text. Over three quarters said they 
needed to look back into the text only occasionally. The amount of flipping back 
depended on the particular principle being covered. 
About three quarters of the class felt as though they knew what was expected of 
them in order to complete the activities. A few said they did not know what was 
expected and a few said they become frustrated without feedback from previous 
assignments. Some students wanted the activities to be more challenging. Some felt the 
activity was too easy to complete. 
One third of the students said the most helpful section of the workbook was the 
modular examples, another third said that definitions were most helpful, and about one 
quarter said the classic examples were the most helpful. Some students wanted a more 
specific subcategory for each principle. One third of the class said the classic examples 
were the least helpful section of the workbook, whereas one quarter said no section was 
least helpful. But many other students wanted a greater amount of classic works of art. 
Some expressed a desire for less variety of modular shapes for those examples. Many 
students wanted less repetition within the text from principle to principle, as the 
wordiness made students want to gloss over the material instead of read it. 
Half of the class said the workbook was very efficient and a few said it was 
somewhat efficient. A few students said they wanted “more” of a workbook. With this in 
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mind, one third of the class enjoyed using the workbook, whereas one third said they did 
not enjoy using the workbook. 
Overall the workbook appeared to be a success. With many of the students 
making superficial comments for change, the mechanics appear to be solid. Requests 
such as different examples and a better variety of text were expected as this was the first 
use of the workbook. It was foreseen that these changes would have to be made in future 
versions of the curriculum. It was also refreshing to see that this section of the 
curriculum integrated well with the other parts in order to help students learn the 
material. 
Lectures 
Three quarters of the class thought the format of the lectures was good. Many 
liked the fact that the lectures got into the material quickly. Some students wanted a 
camera rig to show their found material (something that was limited by school 
resources). Many thought the “What do you think” exercise was a good way to help 
them think out of the box in regard to design. 
Over three quarters of the class felt they were learning each principle in the 
lectures. Few of the students said learned the principles in conjunction with the 
workbook material. Many students said the lectures helped them clarify the workbook 
text and examples. About four fifths of the class did not feel lost in lecture, while a few 
students said this occurred only sometimes. 
Three quarters of the class felt it was easy to participate in the “What do you 
think” activity. Over half of the class thought they knew what was expected of them 
during this activity. Some students preferred to have people back up their claims of what 
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they saw and others preferred to go more in depth in general. Some students felt 
apprehensive at first participating in the activity. 
About three quarters of the class felt it was easy to participate in the “Find Good 
and Poor Example” activity. Some students felt it was too easy and some felt other 
students did not put any effort into finding examples, mostly doing it right before class. 
Three quarters of the class felt that they knew what was expected of them in the “Find 
Good and Poor Example” activity, while some felt a bit confused doing this with some 
of the covered principles. 
One third of the class felt it was easy to participate in the class construction 
activity. About one quarter of the students felt it was difficult, and a few felt it was 
moderately difficult. Many of the students felt this activity was frustrating and some felt 
it even failed. Some of the class felt that creative elements were lost. Some students felt 
there was a lack of cohesion in the construction activity. Some wanted more 
brainstorming and discussion time. About half the class felt that they could contribute in 
the construction activity, a few said it was frustrating, and a few said they could not do 
it. The lack of class-wide open discussion, was said to have unnerved people. 
About three quarters of the class felt they could complete the construction 
activities without the brainstorming session. A few said they would have been able to 
complete it only sometimes. More than half the class felt they knew what was expected 
of them in the construction activity, and only a few said they felt this way sometimes. 
More than half the class felt the most helpful part of lectures was the “Find 
Examples and Justify” activity. Some students said the provision of examples was the 
most helpful part. Some students said brainstorming was the most helpful, and a few said 
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reinforcement was most helpful. A few students said all lectures were helpful. A few 
said they wanted the instructor to draw out more within the “Find Examples and Justify” 
activity by using good design vocabulary or jargon. 
About one third of the class felt the least helpful part of lectures was voting for 
the “Class Construction” activity. One quarter said the entire “Class Construction” 
activity was the least helpful. A few of them said that the presenting of classic works of 
art examples for the principles was the least helpful. Some in the class wanted “more” 
during the “Find Examples and Justify’ activity. A suggestion was made to randomly 
shuffle the brought in examples and have the students think why another student might 
have thought it a good or poor example. Creating a design by voting was said to be a 
good example of activities to not use in digital design. 
About three quarters of the class said lectures were efficient with their time and 
energy; some said it was somewhat efficient and few said it depended on the day. A few 
of the students said lectures were too slow. More than half of the class said they enjoyed 
being in the lectures. A few said they sometimes enjoyed being in lectures. A few of 
students said they did not enjoy being in lecture. 
Overall the lectures appeared to be a success. Many of the students appeared to 
ha\e had a very positive experience in class. Requests of newer examples of design were 
expected here as well, also given that this was the first presentation of the lectures. It 
was foreseen that these changes would have to be made in future versions of the 
curriculum. It was again refreshing that this section of the curriculum integrated well 
with the other parts in order to help their overall ability to learn the material. 
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General Ending Questions 
One half of the class felt that the coverage of the principles was not detailed 
enough, and one quarter felt it was sufficient. About one third of the students felt they 
understood how the principles built upon each other; about one third said that they did 
not understand how they built upon each other, and a few said that sometimes they saw 
how the principles built upon each other. Half the class felt they understood how the 
principles related to each other and about one third said they saw this somewhat. 
About half the class said “Visual Energy” was the most interesting principle. 
“Negative Space” and “Leading the Eye” were interesting to one quarter of the students. 
Some students said “Rhythm” was the most interesting principle. The class was fairly 
split identifying which principle was the least interesting. Some said “Rhythm” others 
said “Leading the Eye”. Students said they were both too vague in concept. 
Half the class said they were able to relate what they were learning to their 
everyday life. About one quarter of the students said they could somewhat relate what 
they were learning. Half the class said that they were not able to learn about principles 
not covered in the curriculum. A few said they probably did learn about principles not 
covered in the curriculum but did not know what to call them. Half the class said they 
were not able to deduce new principles. Some of the students said they might be able to 
come up with a few new principles, few of them said that they could create new 
principles. “Busy” as a possible principle was brought up more than once. General 
comments about the curriculum included: it gave students a different perspective of the 
principles, they could finally see how the principles were connected, and they would like 
to know more about the psychological impact of the principles on viewers. 
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When asked “What material would you like to have seen presented differently?” 
Half said they wanted to see other design examples besides classic works of art. Some 
students said they wanted more critiques of the produced work. And some said they 
wanted more traditional design shapes shown in the curriculum. 
Students provided three advantages of the curriculum including; it was direct, it 
gave them practice, it engaged them, it was concise, it had applicable use, And there was 
a mix of art and technology. Other advantages included that students found potential 
within themselves, the readings were good, brainstorming helped with their designs, it 
was practical with regards to real life experiences, and there were good discussions. 
Students provided three disadvantages of the curriculum including; it was “lacking”, 
they wanted more structure, activities needed to be more challenging, a need for more 
detail, a need for more discussion, a need for more critiques, and a desire for less group 
work. They also said the curriculum was too vague and since there was a good mix of art 
and tech they mastered neither. 
More than half the students said the class was a good use of their time. A few 
students said that the class was somewhat a good use of their time and a few said it was 
not. 
With many of the students being able to see how the principles related to each 
other another small success was found. The students’ ability to break apart design into 
its elements and see the principles that hold the design together can be seen as a shift or 
addition to their way of thinking about design. Hopefully, these students will continue to 
see things in a new light in order to hone their new found skills. 
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Even with the student craving more material and more work, their enthusiasm 
and increase in ability shows that to them the course was a success. The workbook and 
lectures might be in need of the overhaul of which they speak, but the truth of the matter 
is that they completed the curriculum knowing more about design than when they 
started. With the use of these images they were able to hone their design skills to a point 






What follows is a reflection from the instructor’s perspective of what happened 
throughout the course. The section begins with general themes then breaks the course 
down into the daily lectures. This reflection has been added for additional insight into 
some of the trials and tribulations that happened over the length of the course. 
Originally the lectures were to follow the proposed curriculum with only day to 
day changes due to student attitudes. However, due to time constraints and other course 
curricular requirements, we had to include instructions for how to use a particular 
application, the accelerated curriculum was used. Another drawback was the need to 
make this an upper level course due to its experimental nature. 
Normally this would not be a problem, in fact this would be the preferred mode, 
but coupled with the institution’s lack of a strict student curriculum for majors, this 
meant students actually had the opportunity to take courses out of their concentration, 
i.e. an art course. This could have thwarted the idea of the niche (an introduction to 
design for those not normally given the opportunity) that I was providing for a more 
traditional computer science curriculum. And it was actually the case that many of the 
students had already taken some sort of graphic arts courses. 
Other problems were encountered due to the non-traditional setting including the 
fact that most students were not accustomed to a regimented curriculum. Because much 
of the material is slated to be discovered or to emerge during class time, many students 
felt it unnecessary to be punctual for class time, and this action made it difficult for 
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students to keep up with the curriculum. Additionally, much of the material is reinforced 
in homework, and again many of the students felt it unnecessary to complete the 
homework in a timely fashion. This experiment was run at Hampshire College which 
leaves class attendance up to the discretion of the student. 
It was very difficult to get students to “discover” the principles in class. About 
50% of the time, some students correctly identified the principle from the given class 
examples. Out of that 50%, about half the students considered the principle the most 
important aspect covered in class that day. 
Even with these setbacks, the curriculum was apparently successful. The “Show 
the Examples” section of the curriculum was particularly enriching for students. Many 
were able to use well thought out descriptors of the examples that they showed to their 
classmates. No disputes were voiced about the descriptors and most students could 
easily identity with the shown examples. This made the development of guidelines for 
principles quick and efficient. 
There was also overwhelming success in the “Find the Examples” activity, it may 
be that students had a more global change to their thinking instead of a strict change in 
recognizing and understanding the principles. As the course progressed, changes in 
students’ discussions of classical examples and their discussions of examples brought to 
class began to emerge. Ever so subtly, technical terms and artistic principles became a 
new way for students to describe what they were seeing. 
There were mixed feelings about the “Create a Design Together” portion of the 
curriculum for both students and instructor. For this activity, it would be helpful if the 
instructor had a sample batch of imagery that the students could choose from in order to 
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create their designs. Many arguments broke out over what the actual graphics would be 
rather than the modular layout. In fact, several design layouts completely changed 
because of the images. Though, in the end, the final design was very modular. 
To help alleviate these problems, the class was broken up into three to five 
groups. Each group then presented a design they worked on and the class looked at the 
modular aspects of those designs. The class voted on qualities they wanted from each 
group project. Those elements were then reconstructed into a single design. 
The exercise very successful once the separate groups began to work. This 
streamlined approach, allowing groups to brainstorm for ten to fifteen minutes, took 
about thirty to forty minutes, or half the class time. If time was not so much of an issue 
and the three days could be dedicated to each principle, devoting an entire day to the 
construction activity would yield better results. 
Simple Design Lecture: Day 1: Discovery Activity 
The lecture was begun in the normal curriculum fashion, i.e. there was no 
showing of modular examples. Many students came late to class and missed the 
introduction of the activity. Instructions were repeated many times so that the breaks in 
format nearly took away from the overall process. On this day, the students found it 
difficult to find the principle of Simple Design. However, they eventually did, but with 
only minutes left to the class, allowing for explanation of the application they were to 
use for their project homework. This left many students frustrated. 
Simple Design Lecture: Day 2: Example Activity 
The class began with the students presenting their found examples of the 
principle of Simple Design and examples of poor uses of the principle to their peers. 
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Some students were very timid about making their justifications for why their example 
was a representation of the Simple Design principle. Descriptors were given verbally by 
each student from this a written list was created on a whiteboard. With a little coaxing, a 
comprehensive list of descriptors was made of both good and poor use of the Simple 
Design principle. If additional students named the same justification it was noted by a 
[#of students] after the entry. 
Good 
• Few shapes [4] 
• Consistent shapes [3] 
• Focal point [4] 
• Contrast [1] 
• Patterns [2] 
• Modular [5] 
• Symmetrical [1] 
• White space [1] 
• Leading the Eye [ 1 ] 
Busy [5] 
Many Shapes [3] 
Lack of white space [1] 
Colorful [1] 
No (too many) focal points [3] 
Conflicting images [1] 
Unbalanced [3] 
Simple Design Lecture: Day 2: Class Construction Activity 
This activity began with the entire class being asked about important features for 
a new pet food store poster. Featured included name, location, hours, phone number, 
slogan, some sort of graphic image, and the words “Grand Opening”. A whiteboard was 
then divided up into quadrants of a page and the class voted on the placement of each 
element. Many tangents occurred about the relation of the graphic image to other 
elements. In fact, tangents also happened in relation to the physical location, hours, and 
even phone number. It was apparent that for some unknown reason the class needed to 
come up with fictitious qualities for the poster’s elements. Some of the students 
volunteered to bring in examples for the rest of the class to vote on. 
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Figure 47: First Class Construction Activity Design 
PET STORE 
GRAND OPENING 
Negative Space Lecture: Day 1: Discovery Activity 
It was decided to take a new approach for teaching this activity. This time the 
lecture began by showing modular examples of the principle of Negative Space. Once 
the class saw past the actual shapes in the examples, and saw designs and principles 
within, they were switched to classical examples. Surprisingly they were able to make 
the leap with ease and quickly found the principle of the day. A discussion of the 
difference between Negative Space and empty space arose that engrossed the class. It 
was a very successful day, including the birth of the accelerated curriculum. 
Negative Space Lecture: Day 2: Example Activity 
The class began with students presenting their found examples of good uses of 
the principle Negative Space and examples of poor uses of the principle to their peers. 
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Students were more confident about making their justifications for why their example 
was a representation of the Negative Space Design principle. With less coaxing, a 
comprehensive list of descriptors was generated of both good and poor use of Negative 
Space Design. If additional students named the same justification it was noted by a [# of 
students] after the entry. 
Good 
• Has point of focus [8] 
• Gives the eyes a place to rest [2] 
• Gives an isolation effect [4] 
• Makes your eyes move 
• Contains asymmetry [2] 
• Creates a frame [4] 
• Creates interesting shapes [3] 
Poor 
• Too empty [5] 
• Lack of background/foreground [2] 
• Busy [8] 
• Incoherent [4] 
• No resting place for eyes [2] 
• Uninteresting [2] 
• Cluttered [2] 
• Pointless 
• Flat [2] 
Negative Space Lecture: Day 2: Class Construction Activity 
For this activity, the class was now split into five groups and each group was 
asked to come up with a single design from which the rest of the class could choose 
aspects. They were asked to incorporate all of the previously named elements: name, 
location, hours, phone number, slogan, graphic image and the words “Grand Opening”. 
The class whiteboard was then divided up into sections displaying each of the five 
designs. A vote was cast for each element and its placement from each of the designs. A 
new sixth design was created using these choices. The class voted to group location, 
hours and phone number. Still many tangents came up over the relation of the graphic 
image to the other elements. A fictitious company name was already created, as well as, 
location and hours. Some of the students volunteered to bring in more examples of a 
store name for the rest of the class to vote on. 
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Figure 48: Second Class Construction Activity Design 
GRAND OPENING 
This is the slogan. 
Critters' Gourmet 
Visual Energy Lecture: Day 1: Discovery Activity 
For this class the modular example approach, or accelerated curriculum was 
used. This time the class could easily find the principle of Visual Energy in the modular 
examples, but failed to find the principle in the classical examples. There was confusion 
identifying the Visual Energy principle as Leading the Eye. Perhaps the examples were 
not as clear as needed. 
Visual Energy Lecture: Day 2: Example Activity 
The class began with the students presenting their found examples of good uses 
of the principle of Visual Energy and examples of poor uses of the principle to their 
peers. Even more students were confident about making their justifications for why their 
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example represented good uses of the Visual Energy Design principle. Without any 
coaxing, a comprehensive list of descriptors was made of both good and poor uses of the 
principle or Visual Energy Design. 
Good Poor 
Sense of motion [6] 
Repetition [1] 
Multiple sightlines [3] 
Blurring [2] 
Tension [2] 
Strong diagonals [2] 
Opposing lines [1] 
Lack of motion [9] 
Inconsistent motion [1] 
Table layout [3] 
Awkwardness [4] 
Flat [1] 
Poor attempt at movement [2] 
Hodgepodge [1] 
• Strong elements [ 1 ] 
• Break the frame [ 1 ] 
• Sense of force [1] 
• Perpetual motion [1] 
Visual Energy Lecture: Day 2: Class Construction Activity 
For this class, the students were split into four groups and asked to come up with 
a single design from which the rest of the class could choose aspects. They still needed 
to incorporate all of the elements: name, contact information, slogan, graphic image and 
“Grand Opening”. The class whiteboard was then divided up into sections displaying 
each of the four designs. A vote was cast for each element and its placement from each 
of the designs. A new fifth design was created using these choices. Still many tangents 
came up over the relation of the graphic image to the other elements. A fictitious slogan 
was voted upon and added to the design to alleviate other tension. Some of the students 
volunteered to bring in graphic image examples for the rest of the class to vote on. 
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Figure 49: Third Class Construction Activity Design 
buy some Ish. feed yr pet. 
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Rhythm Lecture: Day 1: Discovery Activity 
For this class, the modular example approach was used. The class was able to see 
past the actual shapes and to perceive the designs and principles within. The students 
were then switched to viewing classical examples, and again were able to make the 
switch quite easily. Overall, the students quickly found the principle of Rhythm. 
Rhythm Lecture: Day 2: Example Activity 
The class began with the students presenting their found examples of good uses 
of the principle of rhythm and examples of poor uses of the principle to their peers. On 
this day none of the students were timid when making justifications for why their 
example was a representation of the Rhythm Design principle. With no coaxing, a 
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comprehensive list of descriptors was made of good Rhythm Design and poor Rhythm 
Design. 
Good 
• Alternating color 
• Repetition of shape [11] 
• Visual flow [2] 
• Hierarchy 
• Interesting tiling [ 1 ] 
• Alternating temperature of color 
[3] 




No/poor flow [6] 
Flat & symmetrical 
Chaotic 
Rhythm Lecture: Day 2: Class Construction Activity 
For this class, the students were split into four groups and asked to come up with 
a single design from which the rest of the class could choose aspects. Again a vote was 
cast for each element in the four designs and its placement from each of the designs. A 
new fifth design was created using these choices. We resolved the graphic element issue 
and could finally see past it. This week’s class design somehow did not incorporate 
rhythm at all. It was suggested to the class to add this principle on the following week 
along with the next principle. 
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Figure 50: Fourth Class Construction Activity Design 
CRITTERS GOURMET 
buy some ish. feed yr pet. 
Hierarchy Lecture: Day 1: Discovery Activity 
For this class the modular example approach was used. The students had a 
difficult time following the principle of Hierarchy. Then they were switched to classical 
examples. Here too they had a bit of a problem discovering the principle of the day. The 
students kept associating what they saw with the Simple and Leading the Eye Principles. 
Hierarchy Lecture: Day 2: Example Activity 
The class began with the students presenting their found examples of good uses 
of the principle of Hierarchy and examples of poor uses of the principle to their peers. 
Again no student was timid about making their justifications for why their example was 
a representation of the Hierarchy Design principle. A comprehensive list of descriptors 





Few elements [2] 







Lack of (too many) focal points [6] 
Lack of clarity [3] 
Lack of composition 
Lack of transition [4] 
Scattered elements [2] 
Arbitrary sizing [1] 
No/poor Negative Space [1] 
Hierarchy Lecture: Day 2: Class Construction Activity 
With more elements being added, more and more heated disputes arose and it 
was decided to split the class into three groups with the hopes of having fewer number 
of votes for the class design. Students still needed to incorporate all of the elements: 
name, contact information, slogan, graphic image and the words “Grand Opening”. 
Again a vote was cast for each element and its placement from each of the designs. A 
new fourth design was created using these choices. This time some of the groups 
decided to once again change the graphic element used, which threw off the class as a 
whole. A new graphic image was voted in place of the old one. This week the class was 
able to incorporate both Rhythm and Hierarchy. 
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Figure 51: Fifth Class Construction Activity Design 




Leading the Eye Lecture: Day 1: Discovery Activity 
For this class the modular example approach was used. Students had no trouble 
finding the leading of the eye principle. Then they were switched to classical examples 
and again had no trouble at all. Even though many student referred to the principle as 
combinations of the previous principles, numerous students had no trouble grasping the 
more generic aspect of Leading the Eye. 
Leading the Eye Lecture: Day 2: Example Activity 
The class began with the students presenting their found examples of good uses 
of the principle of Leading the Eye and examples of poor uses of the principle to their 
peers. Again no student was timid about making a justification for why their example 
was a representation of the Leading the Eye Design principle. A comprehensive list of 
descriptors was made of both good and poor uses of the Leading the Eye Design. 
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Poor Good 
• Good flow (top down, left right) 
[3] 
• Good Negative Space 
• Good Hierarchy [ 1 ] 
• Strong lines 
• Strong sense of direction [3] 
• Gradation of color 
• Gesture [1] 
• Rhythm (on a path) [4] 
• Good composition [3] 
• Different size elements 
• Busy [6] 
• No/Bad rhythm [2] 
• No/Poor Negative Space [2] 
• Too many strong elements [2] 
• No/poor focal point [3] 
• Bad layout [5] 
• Poor use of color [1] 
• Static 
• No/poor transition 
• No/poor Hierarchy [2] 
Leading the Eye Lecture: Day 2: Class Construction Activity 
Again the class was split up into three groups. Each group still needed to 
incorporate all of the same elements and to vote for each element and its placement from 
each of the designs. A new fourth design was created using these choices. The student 
designs were very similar to each other. This had been happening over many of the 
weeks, but most noticeably this week. Though we had three over-all samples of element 
placement, two of the three draft posters always used the same placement. 
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Figure 52: Sixth Class Construction Activity Design 
Critters Gourmet 
M-F 9 am ■ 6 pm 12 Main $t Amherst 555-1234 
Workbook 
A workbook lesson was assigned for each principle. The text provided a quick 
overview of the new principle. This included a definition, examples, an analogy, and an 
opportunity for students to try a mini-assignment with just that given principle. 
Overall the students seemed to finish each section and be able to complete the 
mini-assignment. The class did not explicitly go over workbook lessons or critique the 
assignment. Instead they were given the workbook as a resource to the lecture 
curriculum and as an opportunity to use the newest principle. 
In this section we explore how students performed on those final mini¬ 
assignments for each section. A similar scoring system to the surveys was used in order 
to generate rough data scores. This system was: 2, arguably correct; 1, partly correct; 0, 
arguably incorrect. Student comments on how they felt about the workbook can be 
found in Chapter 6, in the focus group feedback section. 
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Simple Design 
Out of the nineteen mini-assignments collected for this section the students 
scored an average of 1 on Simple Design. Six of the students scored a 2, seven students 
scored 1, and six students scored a 0. The mini-assignments started with the easiest 
principle to set a point of reference for the students. The goal was to add increasingly 
difficult principles. It was anticipated that students should have done better on Simple 
Design. 
Negative Space 
Out of the nineteen mini-assignments collected for this section the students 
scored an average of .50 for Negative Space. Three of the students scored a 2, four 
students scored a 1, and twelve scored a 0. Because this principle is usually considered a 
difficult concept, it was expected that students’ scores would decline. Negative Space 
was covered early in the curriculum with the hope that through its repetition in the 
curriculum, students could master it. 
Visual Energy 
Out of the eighteen mini-assignments collected for this section, the students 
scored an average of 1 for Visual Energy. Six of the students scored a 2, six students 
scored a 1, and six students scored a 0. Visual Energy is a relatively easy concept and it 
was hoped that the students would be able to grasp it early in the curriculum. With the 




Out of the eighteen mini-assignments collected for this section the students 
scored an average of .94 on Rhythm. Seven of the students scored a 2, three students 
scored a 1, and eight students scored a 0. Rhythm is typically a more difficult concept for 
students to master. Since the average score only dipped slightly, it seems it was placed at 
the correct point. By this time, the students began to see how the individual principles ' 
build and relate to each other, which could have lead to the relatively good score. 
Hierarchy 
Out of the sixteen mini-assignments collected for this section the students scored 
an average of 1.19 on Hierarchy. Nine of the students scored a 2, one student scored a 1, 
and six students scored a 0. This principle is typically an easy concept for students to 
master. Again this alternating pattern between easy and difficult principles seems to be 
allowing the student to master the more difficult ones through repetition, which was 
anticipated. 
Leading the Eye 
Out of the fourteen mini-assignments collected for this section the students 
scored an average of 1.29 on Leading the Eye. Six of the students scored a 2, six 
students scored a 1, and two students scored a 0. Here the average score seems to have 
risen again. Since this is less like a true principle, but more of an opportunity for 
students to use the previous five principles with a purpose, it makes sense that they 
would do better. 
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Conclusion 
If the mini-assignments can be used as an indicator for how the students in the 
class are doing, then it can be said that they showed an improvement with understanding 
principles. It also shows that over time students became more and more familiar with the 
way the curriculum works. It was imperative that students actually worked with these 
principles. 
These mini-assignments also made the class construction activity as efficient as 
they were. Though many students complained about the group construction activity, all 
of them admitted they had the capacity to participate in it. Homework exercises allowed 
the students to explore the integration of one principle at a time into a design and by 
doing this to see its importance. During the class construction activity students 
integrated all currently known principles into a cohesive design. It is arguable that this 
breakdown helped their understanding significantly. It is only through hands-on 




Good design requires special skills, training and usage of principles. With the 
advent of technology more unqualified people create what millions of people experience 
through the computer. Due to their lack of foundational training in the arts, these designs 
are not effective with their target audiences. This is critical because the image is often 
used to reach the user and sell the product. Even an application or website with the best 
content will be overlooked if its appearance is deficient. On the other hand, if the 
application or website is aesthetically pleasing, users will return to it more quickly and 
leave with more positive feelings. 
Within a traditional higher education curriculum, it is very difficult for computer 
science majors to fit into their schedules courses that expose them to the foundations of 
design. The same holds true for students in art programs who would like experience in 
multimedia design from an analytical level. Furthermore, a plethora of pseudo-designers 
graduated from computer science, education or arts programs would like to acquire these 
basic design skills. 
By basing a new GUI design curriculum based on inherent personal visual 
abilities, it is possible to expand an individual’s knowledge of interface design. This 
expansion comes in three forms: recognizing good and poor design, understanding the 
principles behind good and poor design, and being able to produce good design. 
The GUI design curriculum proposed in this thesis provides a solution to the 
learner’s dilemmas. It provides training that enables a student to learn, understand and 
produce quality work based on new knowledge. Furthermore, the curriculum has been 
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proven to be easy to master, efficient in the use of time, and fairly encompassing given 
limitations in student ability and available time. 
Learners involved in the curriculum are taken through initial modular designs, to 
first grasp the elements of a design. Then they are exposed to explanations, both in text 
and emerged from class discussion. Finally they are given opportunities to put this 
knowledge in to practice through the production of designs. 
Due to a time constraint in the cited example class, an accelerated curriculum 
was used, yet the students still learned a considerable amount. Furthermore, they 
commented on what they would have liked to see: longer discussions, more critiques and 
more opportunities to defend or explain their ideas during the class construction activity. 
These are all part of the standard (not accelerated) curriculum. 
Another change to the curriculum might have to do with the “find examples 
discussion” assigned. Possibly, students should randomly trade their designs and ask 
their partners to defend the chosen design. This would make students think critically not 
only about what they believe, but also about what their partner might have been 
thinking. 
Even though there was some success with the class construction activity, a new 
variant that will be used for future versions of the curriculum will be to break the 
students up into even smaller groups, perhaps three to four students, and have them 
create a single group design. The groups will then be asked to present their work to the 
class and justify how each demonstrates the current principle and takes into 
consideration all preceding principles. This would alleviate the need for prep work and 
give more creative control to the students. 
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Many discoveries were made about the curriculum that provided an interesting 
views about its success. For example, the students’ ability to know and understand 
design principles did increase, though not significantly. The students’ mean scores for 
those two sections did rise, but not enough to prove a noteworthy success. Additionally, 
the student pre-test scores were higher than expected, thus allowing less room for 
improvement. Perhaps with a larger sample size, or just more testing, a significant 
increase can be achieved. 
Even faced with this setback, the curriculum achieved success in the production 
abilities for the students. The student’s ability to produce quality design increased 
significantly with exposure to the curriculum’s production process. Since this was the 
reason for its development, this success demonstrates great support for the curriculum. 
During the course an interesting phenomena was also noted. Several students did 
not even guess on many design items that were unknown to them on the pre-test, 
especially in the producing section. However, in the post-test, every single question was 
attempted by every single student. Therefore, it can be argued that student confidence 
was gained though the use of this curriculum. 
This curriculum has had its setbacks and its triumphs, but the student feedback 
attained from its implementation was significant. Much was learned about choosing the 
target population, the efficiency of time and energy required by the curriculum, and the 
great success of the production abilities of those involved. This curriculum could make a 
significant contribution to the field of interface design, as well as other fields such as 
traditional art. The activities, workbook, and lectures will all be refined in order to find 
the perfect synthesis. An important factor to consider is integration of teaching a 
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computer design application in conjunction with the teaching of the curriculum. Finally, 
the biggest hope is to run the curriculum in a more traditional school, where the students 




The class was divided in half and both surveys were used. Half used survey A 
and the other half used survey B. 
Recognition of a principle is simply the ability for someone to look at a design 
and intuitively realize that a particular principle was used in its creation. For purposes of 
this survey students were presented with four examples and asked to select the design 
which best represents the given principle. 
Understanding of a principle is the ability for someone to explain or define a 
particular principle in terms of its use in relation to design. For purposes of this survey 
students were presented with four definitions and asked to select the explanation which 
best represented the given principle. 
Production of a principle is the ability for a person to construct a design that 
successfully integrated the particular principle into a design. For purposes of this survey 
students were asked to create a design with the use of given modular shapes which 
exemplified the given principle. 
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Survey A 
Recognizing; Simple Design 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Simple Design”. 
[ ] [ ] 
• ▲ #• A • 
* * # 
#★ ■ ★ 
[] M 




Understanding: Simple Design 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Simple Design”. 
A) Simple designs are designs constructed by the least amount of parts. 
B) Simple designs are designs that have structure that is easily grasped by the eye. 
C) Simple designs are designs that are smaller in nature. 




Producing: Simple Design 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Simple Design” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 
multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
Recognizing; Negative Space 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Negative Space” 
[ ] 
* ■ # 
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Understanding: Negative Space 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Negative Space”. 
A) Negative Space is the area around positive forms which differs dramatically in 
the use of color. 
B) Negative Space is the black area that surrounds positive forms within a design. 
C) Negative Space is the area around positive forms which shares edges with the 
forms. 
D) Negative Space is the area that is created when most of the image is left blank. 
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Producing: Negative Space 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Negative Space” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 
multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
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Recognizing: Visual Energy 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Visual Energy”. 
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Understanding: Visual Energy 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Visual Energy”. 
A) Visual Energy is when a design makes a playful use of contrasting colors in 
order to add punch to a particular aspect of that design. 
B) Visual Energy is when shapes or compositions in an image are tilted to give an 
interesting affect, even though the rest of the design might be “the norm”. 
C) Visual Energy is when, within a design, only one of a particular shape is used in 
order to give an important feeling to that shape. 
D) Visual Energy is when we perceive that shapes or compositions in an image 
push and pull and twist, even though there is no real pushing or pulling among 
the forms of a design. 
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Producing: Visual Energy 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Visual Energy” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 




Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Rhythm”. 
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Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Rhythm”. 
A) Visual rhythm is the method by which a sudden different shape is used in a 
design to pull the visual flow in a particular direction. 
B) Visual rhythms are based on repetitions of shapes, colors or interval. 
C) Visual rhythms are based on the continuation of a larger design to promote a 
similar repetition. 




Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Rhythm” using the 
given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use multiples of 
any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the principle.) 
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Recognizing: Hierarchy 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Hierarchy”. 
[ ] 
■ ♦ • 









Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Hierarchy”. 
A) Graphic elements that are arranged in an equidistant fashion from all other 
graphic elements. Thus insuring that no element is highlighted more than any 
other element. 
B) Graphic elements that are arranged within a design so that each element is 
placed in a specific order leading either to or from the most important element. 
C) Graphic elements that are arranged within a design with no specific layout, thus 
insuring that no element is highlighted more than any other element. 
D) Graphic elements that are arranged within a design so that the most important 
element is always at the top of the image, making a clear statement as to what 
the most important element really is. 
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Producing: Hierarchy 
Example: Create a design example that best represents the design principle of 
“Hierarchy” using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and 
can use multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
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Recognizing: Leading the Eve 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Leading the Eye”. 
*•* ♦ • ■ * * 
# # # ♦ 
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Understanding: Leading the Eve 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Leading the eye”. 
A) Leading is what helps the user quickly and effortlessly scan a page. 
B) Leading is the principle of why you should create a page with a ‘left to right’ 
flow. 
C) Leading is the principle of why you should create a page with a ‘top to bottom’ 
flow. 
D) Leading is the principle of making the viewer’s eyes move in a circular pattern 
around the design. 
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Producing: Leading the Eve 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Leading the Eye” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 




Recognizing; Simple Design 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Simple Design”. 
Understanding: Simple Design 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Simple Design”. 
A) Simple designs are designs more aligned than non aligned. 
B) Simple designs convey visual context clearly and quickly to the viewer. 
C) Simple designs are designs that are made up of simpler objects. 
D) Simple designs are designs that have less diagonals within its construction. 
Producing: Simple Design 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Simple Design” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 
multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
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Recognizing: Negative Space 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Negative Space”. 
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Understanding: Negative Space 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Negative Space”. 
A) Negative Space is the always recognizable basic shape which shares edges with 
other forms. 
B) Negative Space an area constructed of different overlapping shapes. 
C) Negative Space is the visual area within an image that is designated by the 
boundaries of recognizable forms. 
D) Negative Space is always the space where the background medium is viewed 
between the other design elements. 
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Producing: Negative Space 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Negative Space” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 
multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
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Recognizing; Visual Energy 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Visual Energy”. 
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Understanding: Visual Energy 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Visual Energy”. 
A) Visual Energy is always created within a design by the use of alternating black 
and white shapes. 
B) Visual Energy is created within a design by the use of more complex shapes. 
C) Visual Energy is when an image makes use of diagonal pulls of the eye, usually 
from the top left to the bottom right. 
D) Visual Energy is when there is an appearance of action or motion in the 
presence of a static composition. 
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Producing: Visual Energy 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Visual Energy” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 
multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
Recognizing: Rhythm 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Rhythm”. 
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Understanding: Rhythm 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Rhythm”. 
A) Visual rhythms are always exact in the repetitious nature of shape. 
B) Visual rhythms are the use of a reoccurring theme, imagery, shape or transition. 
C) Visual rhythms are always an equally measurable change between components. 




Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Rhythm” using the 
given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use multiples of 
any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the principle.) 
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Recognizing: Hierarchy 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Hierarchy”. 
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Understanding: Hierarchy 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Hierarchy”. 
A) Hierarchy is when graphic elements are arranged within a branching structure 
so that there is a defined path to the most important element. 
B) Hierarchy is when the positioning of visual elements in such a manner defines 
their relative importance within the composition. 
C) Hierarchy is when graphic elements are arranged so that there is a contrast 
between each element throughout the design. 
D) Hierarchy is when graphic elements are arranged so that the design makes use 
of the entire “page”. 
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Producing: Hierarchy 
Example: Create a design example that best represents the design principle of 
“Hierarchy” using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and 
can use multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
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Recognizing: Leading the Eve 
Choose the illustration that best represents the design principle of “Leading the Eye”. 
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Understanding: Leading the Eve 
Choose the statement that best represents the design principle of “Leading the Eye”. 
A) Leading the Eye is the ability of specific visual elements to direct attention 
along a given path within a design. 
B) Leading the Eye always makes the viewer look to the center of a design. 
C) Leading the Eye is what makes a viewer scan a page in a familiar diagonal 
patter. 
D) Leading the Eye makes use of shapes or areas that have an apex element to 
them. 
Producing: Leading the Eve 
Create a design example that best represents the design principle of “Leading the Eye” 
using the given shapes below. You need not use all of the given shapes and can use 
multiples of any shape. (Use only the amount and type you need to illustrate the 
principle.) 
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Focus Group Questions 
General Introduction Questions 
Are you generally interested in Digital Design? (i.e. Graphic and web design) 
Do you think you are more qualified to produce digital design after you have taken this course? 
Specific Questions Workbook 
How was the format of the workbook (i.e. order of presented material) 
Did you feel as though you were learning each principle? 
Did you feel lost while following the workbook? 
How easy was it for you to do activity at the end of the workbook section? 
Did you feel you were able to complete the activity at the end of every workbook section? 
Did you feel that you knew how to construct the example without looking back in the text? 
Did you feel like you knew what was expected of you for completion of those questions? 
What aspects of the workbook did you find the most helpful? (i.e. sections) 
What aspects of the workbook did you find the least helpful? (i.e. sections) 
How efficient was the workbook? (i.e. time and energy) 
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Did you enjoy using the workbook? 
Specific Questions Lectures 
How was the format of the lectures? (i.e. order of presented material) 
Did you feel as though you were learning each principle? 
Did you feel lost while in lecture? 
How easy was it for you to participate in the What Do You Think example activity? 
Did you feel like you knew what was expected of you during the What Do You Think activity? 
How easy was it for you to participate in the Find Examples activity? 
Did you know what was expected of you during the Find Good and Poor Use of the Principles activity? 
How easy was it for you to participate in the Class Construction activity? 
Did you feel you were able to contribute to the Class Construction activity? 
Did you feel that you knew how to construct the example without brainstorming with your group? 
Did you feel like you knew what was expected of you for completion of the Class Construction activity? 
What aspects of the lectures did you find the most helpful? (i.e. sections) 
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What aspects of the lectures did you find the least helpful? (i.e. sections) 
How efficient were the lectures? (i.e. time and energy) 
Did you enjoy being in lecture? 
General Ending Questions 
Was the coverage of the principle too detailed or not enough? 
Did you feel as though you understood how the principles built upon each other? 
Did you feel as though you understood how the principles relate to each other? 
What principle did you find the most interesting? 
Did you relate what you were learning from the course to things you saw in your everyday life? 
Did you learn about other principles not necessarily covered in the curriculum? 
Did you deduce other principles not covered in the curriculum from your every day life? 
What material would you like to see presented differently? 
Can you think of three advantages of this curriculum, over a traditional art or computer science course? 
Can you think of three disadvantages of this curriculum, over a traditional art or computer science course? 
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Did you feel that this curriculum was a good use of your time? 
Do you have any questions? 
If you feel comfortable please list your name code: 
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Introduction 
This workbook is designed to help you, the teacher, help your students to think 
about design differently. You should feel free to substitute any example within these 
pages with other examples with which you are more familiar. In fact, this is preferable. 
You should, however, make sure to at least expose your students to each type of example 
shown in the curriculum, both modular and classic. By using these methods it is much 
easier for students to understand the given principles. 
This section, the introduction, will quickly review the principles and explain the 
generic layout of the curriculum. You will note that we ask the student to attempt to 
discover the principle and not for you the teacher to inform them of what they are 
learning. You will also see a repetition in what the students do for each principle. This is 
to reinforce the particular principle, as well as to improve their ability to dissect new 
principles. 
This workbook contains two timelines for teaching the curriculum. The first is 
the standard eighteen class sessions for teaching six principles. The variant, an 
accelerated 12 session class schedule, allows for only two classes per principle. This 
shorter curriculum might seem counterproductive to the learning process being 
suggested, but it was conceived for the possibility of needing to teach an application 
along with the principles. 
The Principles 
The design principles, for use with the curriculum include: 
1. Simple / Complex Design 
2. Negative Space 
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3. Visual Energy 
4. Rhythm 
5. Hierarchy 
6. Leading the Eye 
These principles were chosen because of their similarities in function across 
media. The concepts behind them can be easily applied to print, painting, drawing, 
graphic and GUI design. These are also some of the most common building blocks 
learned in a traditional artist’s career. 
Since students are asked to build upon their knowledge by implementing one 
principle into an ongoing interface design, the order in which the principles are 
presented is also important. “Though there are various theories prescribing how to 
determine the best order ... it is generally agreed that in many cases the order of example 
[principle’s examples] presentation will affect concept acquisition [overall design 
performance]” (Murray, 1988). The sequence that was chosen allows students to go 
from the broad concept of simple / complex design, to things they can manipulate within 
the original design, such as Negative Space and Visual Energy, and finally bringing flow 
to the entire design by using a principles like Rhythm, Hierarchy and Leading the Eye. 
Generic Normal Curriculum 
This section is a walk through of a typical lecture sequence for any given 
principle. It provides a quick overview of how to work with the principles. It will also 
help the teacher prepare the necessary materials to complete the in-class lectures. 
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Standard Curriculum: First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show an array of several good interface designs. [These need to 
be chosen by the instructor, or person who has demonstrated knowledge of the 
principle, such as an assistant. At this point, the students should not assume good 
design as a whole.] 
b. Several questions will be asked about why the designs are designed well. These 
comments should be logged in a list. Each design should only highlight the principle. 
[The attempt here is to get a shared response from the learner. By asking ‘why’ for 
each comment made, the student will begin to justify the principles that created the 
initial design. The best way to do this is to ask only 3-4 questions of many presented 
designs. The list will become a set of rules for using the design. Such questions 
should be: what ties the design together? Is the image cohesive or disjointed, why? 
What feeling do you get from this design? What design element makes you feel that 
way?] 
c. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. [This is a 
reflection process that will allow the student to realize that they have been exposed 
to the principles for some time now and that they understand their use and that they 
can identify them.] 
d. The instructor will show an array of several poor interface designs. [This is used as a 
form of reinforcement. If they see bad design, they will be more apt to critically 
review their own work so as to not make the same mistakes.] 
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e. Several questions will be asked of the leamer(s) as to why the designs might be 
designed poorly. These comments should be logged down into a list. Each design 
should only highlight poor uses of the principle. [Again this is used as a form of 
reinforcement.] 
f. After making this list of ‘do nots’, invite students to think of other things they know 
about that ‘do not’ follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
[Again, this is used as a form of reinforcement.] 
g. Start a new discussion about why the particular element at hand is important [Just 
recognizing that the principle is important is not good enough, we need to 
understand why is it important.] 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
particular design principle. Also ask students to bring in an example that misuses the 
same principle. [This will sharpen their critical eyes. They will be ready to spot good 
and bad design at a moment’s notice.] 
Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display via computer their found designs that demonstrate poor 
uses of the principle at hand. [This is used as a form of reinforcement. If they see 
bad design, they will be more apt to critically review their own work so as to not 
make the same mistakes. Also the need to conduct a good presentation leads to the 
ability to talk about design in a critical, but objective manner.] 
b. Have a discussion about how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. [This is the beginning of tying the 
related principles together on their terms.] 
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c. Ask students to display via computer their found designs that demonstrate good uses 
of the principle at hand. [Again this is used as a form of reinforcement. This 
reinforces the need to conduct a good presentation which leads to the ability to talk 
about their own design in a critical, but objective manner.] 
d. Have a discussion about the success of each design. Make sure the design is 
systematically deconstructed during this process. Ask about every facet of the design 
and if it relates to the principle, if so how, if not disregard. [Deconstruction allows 
the learner to justify any doubt in their mid left over from all the presentations.] 
e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. [Not all principles will be used 
during the creation of a design. By creating this list a set of rules will emerge for the 
types of elements the designer may want to consider using in a certain situation.] 
f. Open the floor up to the ‘exceptions that prove the rule’. Give some examples that 
you should provide. [There are always exceptions. You should mention these, 
especially cultural ones.] 
Third Class Period: Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of interface 
using that particular principle. Each person has an opportunity to add comment and 
suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. [Reconstruction allows 
the learner to put into practice any thing they may have learned from the previous 
activities.] 
b. Capture Class image for future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the last 
version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) [This will start off a 
very short exercise, but grow to an all class period event. For each added element 
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that represents a principle, cross check it with all the other principles in place to 
make sure it does not throw off the design. A good idea would be to have an overall 
concept to be designed. A pet food store for instance.] 
Project Homework 
Homework after the first three principles discussed in class: Construct an (interface) 
image using the three principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
Generic Accelerated Curriculum 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show modular examples of the principles and ask questions as to 
what the student thinks or sees. 
b. The instructor will show classic examples of the principle and ask questions as to 
what the student thinks or sees. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. [This is a 
reflection process that will allow the student to realize that they have been exposed 
to the principles for some time now and that they understand their use and that they 
can identify them.] 
f. Start a new discussion about why the particular element at hand is important [Just 
recognizing that the principle is important is not good enough, we need to 
understand why is it important.] 
g. Homework: Ask students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
particular design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that misuses 
the same principle. [This will sharpen their critical eyes. They will be ready to spot 
good and bad design at a moment’s notice.] 
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Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
principle at hand and explain why they think they are good. These short explanation 
should be put in a list. [Again this is used as a form of reinforcement. This reinforces 
the need to conduct a good presentation which leads to the ability to talk about their 
own design in a critical, but objective manner.] 
b. Ask students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
principle at hand and explain why they think they are poor. These short explanation 
should be put in a list. [This is used as a form of reinforcement. If they see bad 
design, they will be more apt to critically review their own work so as to not make 
the same mistakes. Also, the need to conduct a good presentation leads to the ability 
to talk about design in a critical, but objective manner.] 
c. Open the floor to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. [There are always 
exceptions. You should mention these, especially cultural ones.] 
d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of interface 
using that particular principle. Each person has an opportunity to add comment and 
suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. [Reconstruction allows 
the learner to put into practice any thing they may have learned from the previous 
activities.] 
e. Capture Class image for future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the last 
version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) [This will start off a 
very short exercise, but grow to an all class period event. For each added element 
that represents a principle, cross check it with all the other principles in place to 
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make sure it does not throw off the design. A good idea would be to have an overall 
concept to be designed, e.g. a pet food store.] 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first three principles discussed in class: Construct an (interface) 
image using the three principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
As you can see, this curriculum allows for emergence of principles through the 
learners own intuition, which is guided and reinforced by the instructor. 
The Normal Curriculum 
Lesson 1; Lecture Curriculum: Simple/Complex Design 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Show pictures of good Simple Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead to 
the current principle. 
Figure 53: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, 
Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. 
Figure 54: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). 
Oil on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 W*9 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design element makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
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These comments should be logged down into a list. 
c. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the principle. 
d. Show picture of poor Simple Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead to the 
current principle. 
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Figure 55: Botticelle, Sandro. The Birth of Figure 56: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 
Venus. Tempera on canvas, c. 1482, Approx. 1513, Villa Famesina, Rome. 
5’8” x 9’ 1”, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
uncomfortable at all? What design element makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What went wrong here? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
f. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the misuse of this 
principle. 
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g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular principle at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good 
use of the Simple Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Simple Design principle. 
Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs from homework that demonstrate 
poor uses of Simple Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor, 
displayed your images. 
b. Have a discussion as to how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that related to the principle at hand. 
c. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of Simple 
Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
d. Have a discussion as to how successful each of the designs are in regards to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
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e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
f. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Figure 57: Anonymous. The Transformation of Jesus, apse mosaic from the church of 
the monastery of St. Catherine. Mosaic, c.560, Mount Sinai, Egypt. 
Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
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Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface or 
poster using the Simple Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use genre 
“A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
b. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the last 
version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first few principles are discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using the principles. Present your work to the class showing and defending 
how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other students to 
question design motives. 
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Lesson 2: Lecture Curriculum: Negative Space 
First Class Period (80 — 90 minutes) 
a. Show pictures of good Negative Space Design. Ask thought provoking questions to 
lead to the current principle. 
Figure 58: Caravaggio. The Entombment Figure 59: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty 
of Christ. Painting, 1602-1604. 9’ 10 14” Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx, 
x 6’ 8”, Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. 8’ 6” x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design element makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
i 
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c. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the principle. 
d. Show pictures of poor Negative Space Design. Ask thought provoking questions to 
lead to the current principle. 
Figure 60: Delacroix, Eugene. The Lion 
Hunt. Panting, 1861,30 V* x 38 Porter 
Palmer Collection, Art Institute of Chicago, 
Chicago. 
Figure 61: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 'Ax 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
uncomfortable at all? What design element makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What went wrong here? 
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These comments should be logged down into a list. 
f. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the misuse of this 
principle. 
g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular principle at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good use of 
the Negative Space Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example 
that misuses the Negative Space Design principle. 
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Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs, from homework, that demonstrate 
poor uses of Negative Space Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the 
instructor, displayed your images. 
b. Have a discussion as to how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. Ask the students to display their found 
designs that demonstrate good uses of Negative Space Design. Ask similar questions 
as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
c. Have a discussion as to how successful each of the designs are in regards to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
d. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
e. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Exception 1: Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
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Figure 62: : Boucher, Francis. Cupid a Captive. Painting, 1754, Approx. 66” x 34”, 
Wallace Collection, London. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
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Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Negative Space Design principle. Each person has an opportunity 
to add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. 
Use genre “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
b. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first few principles discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using the principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other 
students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 3: Lecture Curriculum: Visual Energy 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Show pictures of good Visual Energy Design. Ask thought provoking questions to 
lead to the current principle. 
Figure 63: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 64: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A 
Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery 
(in which a lamp is put in place of the sun). 
Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby Museums and 
Art Gallery, Derby, England. 
b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design element makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
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c. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the principle. 
d. Show pictures of poor Visual Energy Design. Ask thought provoking questions to 
lead to the current principle. 
Figure 65: Memling, Hans. The Mystic 
Marriage of St. Catherine, center panel of 
the St. John Altarpiece. Oil on wood, 1479, 
approx. 67 VC x 67 VC Hospitaal Saint Jan, 
Bruges. 
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Figure 66: West, Benjamin. The Death of 
General Wolfe. Painting, 1771, approx. 5’ x 
7’, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. 
e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
uncomfortable at all? What design element makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What went wrong here? 
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These comments should be logged down into a list. 
f. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the misuse of the 
principle. 
g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular principle at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good use of 
the Visual Energy Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Visual Energy Design principle. 
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Second Class Period (80 — 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs, from homework, that demonstrate 
poor uses of Visual Energy Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the 
instructor, displayed your images. 
b. Have a discussion as to how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
principles that relate to the principle at hand. 
c. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of Visual 
Energy Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your 
images. 
d. Have a discussion as to how successful each of the designs is in regard to the 
principles that relate to the principle at hand. 
e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
f. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Exception 1: Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
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Figure 67: Giotto. Lamentation, c. 1305, Fresco, Arena Chapel, Padua. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
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Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface or 
poster using the Visual Energy Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use genre 
“A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
b. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the last 
version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first few principles discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using the principles. Present your work to the class showing and defending 
how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other students to 
question design motives. 
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Lesson 4: Lecture Curriculum: Rhythm 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
# 
a. Show pictures of good Rhythm Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead to 
the current principle. 
Figure 68: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 
1513, Villa Famesina, Rome. 
Figure 69: Delacroix, Eug&ne. Liberty 
Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 
8’ 6” x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design principle makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
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c. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the principle. 
d. Show pictures of poor Rhythm Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead to 
the current principle. 
Figure 70: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, 
Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. 
Figure 71: Anonymous. The Transformation 
of Jesus, apse mosaic from the church of the 
monastery of St. Catherine. Mosaic, c.560, 
Mount Sinai, Egypt. 
e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
• uncomfortable at all? What design principle makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What went wrong here? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
f. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the misuse of the 
principle. 
g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular principle at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good use of 
the Rhythm Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Rhythm Design principle. 
Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs, from homework, that demonstrate 
poor uses of Rhythm Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor, 
displayed your images. 
b. Have a discussion as to how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
c. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of 
Rhythm Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your 
images. 
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d. Have a discussion as to how successful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
f. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Exception 1: Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
Figure 72: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival of Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. Painting, 
1622-1625, Approx. 61” x 45 2/3”, Louvre, Paris. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
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Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Rhythm Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use 
genre “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
b. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the next few principles discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using all principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other 
students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 5: Lecture Curriculum: Hierarchy 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Show pictures of good Hierarchy Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead 
to the current principle. 
Figure 73: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). Oil 
on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 fc“, 
Galleria degli UfFizi, Florence. 
Figure 74: Boucher, Francis. Cupid a 
Captive. Painting, 1754, Approx. 66” x 
34”, Wallace Collection, London. 
Figure 75: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 8’ 6” 
x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
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b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design element makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
c. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the principle. 
d. Show pictures of poor Hierarchy Design. Ask thought provoking questions to lead to 
the current principle. 
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Figure 76: Bruegel the Elder, Pieter. The 
Peasant Dance. Oil on wood, c. 1567, 
Approx. 45” x 65”, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum, Vienna. 
Figure 77: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival of 
Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. Painting, 




e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
uncomfortable at all? What design element makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What went wrong here? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
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f. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the misuse of the 
principle. 
g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular principle at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good use of 
the Hierarchy Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Hierarchy Design principle. 
Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs, from homework, that demonstrate 
poor uses of Hierarchy Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor, 
displayed your images. 
b. Have a discussion as to how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
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c. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of 
Hierarchy Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed 
your images. 
d. Have a discussion as to how successful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
f. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Exception 1: Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
Figure 78: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Hierarchy Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to 
add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use 
genre “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
b. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the next few principles discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using all principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
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defending how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other 
students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 6: Lecture Curriculum: Leading the Eve 
First Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Show pictures of good Leading the Eye Design. Ask thought provoking questions to 
lead to the current principle. 
Figure 79: Caravaggio. The Entombment of 
Christ. Painting, 1602-1604. 9’ 10 VC x 6’ 
8”, Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. 
Figure 80: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil on 
Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. Galleria 
degli UfFizi, Florence. 
b. What is the first thing that you notice about this image? What feeling do you get 
from this image? What design element makes you feel that way? Is the image 
cohesive or disjointed, why? What ties the design together? Do you think this is a 
flowing or ridged design? What makes this design fluid? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
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c. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the principle. 
d. Show pictures of poor Leading the Eye Design. Ask thought provoking questions to 
lead to the current principle. 
Figure 81: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 lAx 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 82: Raphael. The Marriage of the 
Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 XA”, 
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. 
e. What is the first thing that you notice about this design? Does it make you feel 
uncomfortable at all? What design element makes you feel that way? What makes 
this image disjointed, why? Is this design fluid? What went wrong here? 
These comments should be logged down into a list. 
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f. Class Discussion: What other things do the learners know about the misuse of the 
principle. 
g. Class Discussion: Why is the particular principle at hand important? 
h. Homework: Ask student to find and bring in examples that demonstrate good use of 
the Leading the Eye Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example 
that misuses the Leading the Eye Design principle. 
Second Class Period (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs, from homework, that demonstrate 
poor uses of Leading the Eye Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the 
instructor, displayed your images. 
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b. Have a discussion as to how unsuccessful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
c. Ask students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of Leading 
the Eye Design. Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your 
images. 
d. Have a discussion as to how successful each of the designs is in regard to the 
elements that relate to the principle at hand. 
e. Make list of situations that warrant the principle. 
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f. ‘Exceptions that prove the rule’. From some examples you provide. 
Exception 1: Ask similar questions as to when you, the instructor displayed your images. 
Figure 83: Gentileschi, Artemisia. Judith and Maidservant with Head of Holofernes. c. 
1625, Appox. 6’ x 4’ 8”, Detroit Institute of Arts. 
Make list of other exceptions. 
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Third Class Period: Final Brainstorming 
a. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Leading the Eye Design principle. Each person has an 
opportunity to add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the 
principle. Use genre “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
b. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the next few principles discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using all principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each of the principles. Allow several minutes for other 
students to question design motives. 
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The Accelerated Curriculum 
Lesson 1: Lecture Curriculum: Simple/Complex Design 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show good and poor modular examples of Simple Design and ask 
questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
A ▲ • ■ f * i ★ 
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b. The instructor will show good and poor classic examples of Simple Design and ask 
questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
Figure 84: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, 
Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. 
Figure 85: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). 
Oil on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 V4“, 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
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Figure 86: Botticelle, Sandro. The Birth of Figure 87: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 
Venus. Tempera on canvas, c. 1482, Approx. 1513, Villa Famesina, Rome. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
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f. Start a new discussion as to why the particular principle at hand is important. 
g. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
Simple Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that misuses 
the Simple Design principle. 
Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
Simple Design principle and explain why they think they are good. These short 
explanations should be put in a list 
b. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
Simple Design principle and explain why they think they are poor. These short 
explanations should be put in a list 
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c. Open the floor up to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. There are 
always exceptions. You should mention these, especially the cultural ones. 
d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Simple Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use a 
genre like “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
e. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first few principles are discussed in class: Construct an interface 
or poster image using the principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
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defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 2: Lecture Curriculum: Negative Space 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show good and poor modular examples of the Negative Space 
principle and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
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b. The instructor will show good and poor classic examples of the Negative Space 
principle and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
Figure 88: Caravaggio. The Entombment Figure 89: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty 
of Christ. Painting, 1602-1604. 9’ 10 14” Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx, 
x 6’ 8”, Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. 8’ 6” x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
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Figure 90: Delacroix, Eugene. The Lion 
Hunt. Panting, 1861, 30 Vg x 38 Porter 
Palmer Collection, Art Institute of Chicago, 
Chicago. 
< 
Figure 91: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 V2x 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
f. Start a new discussion as to why the particular principle at hand is important. 
g. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
Negative Space Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Negative Space principle. 
Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
Negative Space principle and explain why they think they are good. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
b. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
Negative Space principle and explain why they think they are poor. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
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c. Open the floor up to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. There are 
always exceptions. You should mention these, especially the cultural ones. 
d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Negative Space Design principle. Each person has an opportunity 
to add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. 
Use a genre like “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
e. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first few principles are discussed in class: Construct an interface 
or poster image using the principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 3: Lecture Curriculum: Visual Energy 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show good and poor modular examples of the Visual Energy 
principle and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
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b. The instructor will show good and poor classic examples of the Visual Energy 
principle and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
Figure 92: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses Figure 93: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. (in which a lamp is put in place of the sun). 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby Museums and 
Art frJillprv Dprhv FncrlanH 
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Figure 94: Memling, Hans. The Mystic 
Marriage of St. Catherine, center panel of 
the St. John Altarpiece. Oil on wood, 1479, 
approx. 67 VS’ x 67 YC Hospitaal Saint Jan, 
Bruges. 
Figure 95: West, Benjamin. The Death of 
General Wolfe. Painting, 1771, approx. 5’ x 
7’, National Gallery of Canada, Ottawa. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
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f. Start a new discussion as to why the particular element at hand is important. 
g. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
Visual Energy Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Visual Energy principle. 
Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
Visual Energy principle and explain why they think they are good. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
b. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
Visual Energy principle and explain why they think they are poor. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
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c. Open the floor up to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. There are 
always exceptions. You should mention these, especially the cultural ones. 
d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Visual Energy Design principle. Each person has an opportunity 
to add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. 
Use a genre like “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
e. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the first few principles are discussed in class: Construct an interface 
or poster image using the principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 4: Lecture Curriculum: Rhythm 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show good and poor modular examples of the Rhythm principle 
and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
b. The instructor will show good and poor classic examples of the Rhythm principle 
and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
Figure 96: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 
1513, Villa Famesina, Rome. 
Figure 97: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty 
Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 
8’6” x 10’8”, Louvre, Paris. 
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Figure 98: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, 
Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. 
Figure 99: Anonymous. The Transformation 
of Jesus, apse mosaic from the church of the 
monastery of St. Catherine. Mosaic, c.560, 
Mount Sinai, Egypt. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
* 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
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f. Start a new discussion as to why the particular element at hand is important. 
g. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
Rhythm Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that misuses 
the Rhythm principle. 
Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
Rhythm principle and explain why they think they are good. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
b. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
Rhythm principle and explain why they think they are poor. These short explanations 
should be put in a list. 
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c. Open the floor up to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. There are 
always exceptions. You should mention these, especially the cultural ones. 
d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Rhythm Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to add 
comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use a 
genre like “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
e. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
a. Homework after the next few principles are discussed in class: Construct an interface 
or poster image using all principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
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defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 5: Lecture Curriculum: Hierarchy 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show good and poor modular examples of the Hierarchy principle 
and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
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b. The instructor will show good and poor classic examples of the Hierarchy principle 
and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
Figure 100: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). Oil 
on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 !4“, 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 101: Boucher, Francis. Cupid a 
Captive. Painting, 1754, Approx. 66” x 
34”, Wallace Collection, London. 
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Figure 102: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty 
Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 
8’ 6” x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 103: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival 
of Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. 
Painting, 1622-1625, Approx. 61” x 45 
73”, Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 104: Bruegel the Elder, Pieter. The Peasant Dance. Oil on wood, c. 1567, 
Approx. 45” x 65”, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
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d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
f. Start a new discussion as to why the particular element at hand is important. 
g. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
Hierarchy Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Hierarchy principle. 
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Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
Hierarchy principle and explain why they think they are good. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
b. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
Hierarchy principle and explain why they think they are poor. These short 
explanations should be put in a list. 
c. Open the floor up to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. There are 
always exceptions. You should mention these, especially the cultural ones. 
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d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Hierarchy Design principle. Each person has an opportunity to 
add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the principle. Use 
a genre like “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
e. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
/ 
a. Homework after the next few principles are discussed in class: Construct an interface 
or poster image using all principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
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Lesson 6: Lecture Curriculum; Leading the Eve 
Accelerated Curriculum: First Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. The instructor will show good and poor modular examples of the Leading the Eye 
principle and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
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b. The instructor will show good and poor classic examples of the Leading the Eye 
principle and ask questions as to what the student thinks or sees. 
Figure 105: Caravaggio. The Entombment 
of Christ. Painting, 1602-1604. 9’ 10 VT x 
6’ 8”, Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. 
Figure 106: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil on 
Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. Galleria 
degli Uffizi, Florence. 
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Figure 107: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 V2x 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 108: Raphael. The Marriage of 
the Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 
V2”, Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. 
c. The preceding comments should be logged down in a list. 
d. The particular principle should be found during this process. If it is found quickly 
keep asking questions, if not found at all, it is ok to give up and let them in on the 
principle. 
e. After finding the principle, invite the students to think of other things they know 
about that follow this principle. This should be done as a class discussion. 
f. Start a new discussion as to why the particular element at hand is important. 
g. Homework: Ask the students to find and bring in examples that demonstrate the 
Leading the Eye Design principle. Also ask the students to bring in an example that 
misuses the Leading the Eye principle. 
Accelerated Curriculum: Second Lecture (80 - 90 minutes) 
a. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate good uses of the 
Leading the Eye principle and explain why they think they are good. These short 
explanation should be put in a list. 
b. Ask the students to display their found designs that demonstrate poor uses of the 
Leading the Eye principle and explain why they think they are poor. These short 
explanation should be put in a list. 
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c. Open the floor up to any thoughts pertaining to the good or bad list. There are 
always exceptions. You should mention these, especially the cultural ones. 
d. In class exercise: Class Brain Storming: Class constructs line drawing of an interface 
or poster using the Leading the Eye Design principle. Each person has an 
opportunity to add comment and suggestion. But each idea must be supported by the 
principle. Use a genre like “A Pet Food Store” or “A Surf Shop.” 
Your class image here. 
e. Capture Class image. For future usage. (For each ‘principle at hand’ bring out the 
last version of this class design and integrate the new principle.) 
Project Homework 
b. Homework after next few principles discussed in class: Construct an interface or 
poster image using all principles. Present your work to the class showing and 
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defending how you followed each principle in their design. Allow several minutes 
for other students to question design motives. 
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Introduction 
This is a short intro to the workbook. It gives the student a quick format tour of 
the workbook. 
Step by Step Generic Curriculum; Accompanying Text 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. The principle will be shown in a variety of modular examples. 
A. 2. The principle will be defined in layman’s terms. 
B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. The principle will be shown in a particular examples. 
B.2. The principle’s wrongful use will be shown in examples. 
B.3. An interesting fact will be given about the principle to promote memory 
association. 
B. 4. Helpful hints regarding the principle will be given to promote the principles use 
in actual design. 
C. Reflection 
C. 1. Students will be asked to justify the principles use in different material. 
C.2. Activity: Students will be asked to produce the principle in an example. 
C.3. Activity Reflection: Students will be asked to justify the principles use in their 
activity illustration. 
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Lesson 1: Text Curriculum: Simple/Complex Design 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. One of the best ways to understand Simple Design is to see it in examples. As 
will all the chapters in this text, we ask you to peruse selected examples and identify 
with the principle of Simple Designs. The following modular examples will best 
illustrate the principle in a straight forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize 
the principle in traditional examples. 
A.2. In short. Simple Design is the stripping down of a design into its fewest 
elements that still make the design legible. We see this in a variety of traditional 
I 
examples. Many of the first recorded works of art would be considered in this category. 
Early ecclesiastical works show this especially well, even though their individual 
elements may not be up to modem standards, their stripping of unneeded elements are 
clear. 
B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. Look at the following examples of Simple Design. Note that the there is a good 
amount of space around and within the design. In later years, when more elements are 
added, the Simple Design becomes a bit more illegible, but still can be found. 
Figure 109: Anonymous, Allegury of 
Africa, Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., 
from the Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, 
Sicily. 
Figure 110: Anonymous. The 
Transformation of Jesus, apse mosaic from 
the church of the monastery of St. 









Figure 111: Botticelle, Sandro. The Birth of Venus. Tempera on canvas, c. 1482, 
Approx. 5’8” x 9’ 1”, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
B.2. There are always those times that an artist or designer thinks that they can push 
the boundaries of Simple Design. This usually results in mixed results. It is one thing to 
not use a principle, in some cases there will be too much that needs to be represented in 
a single design, but it is quite another to attempt to push the limit. The following 
examples illustrate poor uses of Simple Design. 
Crowded 
Figure 112: Delacroix, Eugene. The Lion 
Hunt. Panting, 1861, 30 ’/, x 38 3/4”, 
Porter Palmer Collection, Art Institute of 
Chicago, Chicago. 
Background Overwhelming 
Figure 113: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 Vix 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
Frame Distraction Frame Distraction 
Figure 114: Raphael. The Marriage of the 
Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 V6”, 
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. 
Figure 115: Memling, Hans. The Mystic 
Marriage of St. Catherine, center panel of 
the St. John Altarpiece. Oil on wood, 1479, 
approx. 67 3/4” x 67 3/4” Hospitaal Saint Jan, 
Bruges. 
B.3. We have shown you several different varieties of simple in the previous 
examples. One way to think of Simple Design is thinking of a street signs. There is a 
simple and straight forward theme to all road signs as there has to be. Road signs need to 
be “read” by a variety of people, some that are not even from the country in which they 
are driving. Just comparing a country’s street signs to those of another will produce 
several patterns in the shape and design of the signs. This Simple Design makes them 




Figure 119: Brazil 
Left Turn 
Figure 117: U.S. Figure 118: Brazil 
Left Turn Stop 
Figure 120: Italy Stop 
© 
Figure 121: Italy Left Turn 
B. 4. There is a time and place to use Simple Design, do not think you need to use it 
all the time. In fact, unless there is a particular layout you need to promote, you probably 
will think about it after the fact. If you are creating a design that requires a tremendous 
amount of graphic elements, such as a pictorial list, you might be have a complex layout 
that still conveys the information legibly. Do not integrate it in every design because it is 
not possible, though you should at least consider its potential. 
C. Reflection 
C. 1. We have presented examples about this principle. Now take the time to see if you 
can justify whether a design has used a simple layout or not. Go through following 
examples and jot down your ideas. This exercise will help you justify your own designs 
in the future. 
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Figure 122: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). Oil 
on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 V“, 




Figure 123: Gentileschi, Artemisia. Judith 
and Maidservant with Head of Holofernes. 
c. 1625, Appox. 6’ x 4’ 8”, Detroit 
Institute of Arts. 
Figure 124: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery (in 
which a lamp is put in place of the sun). Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby Museums and 
Art Gallery, Derby, England. 
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C.2. Now take the time to create you own Simple Design for the pet store poster. Be 
sure to understand why you are making which graphic element the most important. Also 
be aware of how the other elements lead you to that important element. 
C.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Lesson 2: Text Curriculum: Negative Space 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. One of the best ways to understand Negative Space is to see it in examples. As 
with all the chapters in this text, we ask you to peruse some selected examples and 
identify with the principle of Negative Space. The following modular examples will best 
illustrate the principle in a straight forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize 
the principle in traditional examples. 
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A. 2. In short, Negative Space is the area around positive forms which shares edges 
with the forms. Though it can also be interpreted as the shapes that are created between 
I the positive forms of a design. We see this in a variety of traditional examples. Many of 
the great masters used Negative Space to add an interesting break to the positive forms 
in their works. 
B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. Look at these types of Negative Spaces on the following examples. You should 
be able to see shapes appear between the forms, that’s the Negative Space. 
Top left triangle, top right triangle, to form a Top triangle, bottom triangle, to form a 
central triangle. diagonal line. 
Figure 125: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty 
Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 
8’ 6” x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 126: Caravaggio. The 
Entombment of Christ. Painting, 1602- 
1604. 9’ 10 %” x 6’ 8”, Pinacoteca 
Vaticana, Rome. 
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Diagonal lines between figures to show movement. 
Figure 127: Botticelle, Sandro. The Birth of Venus. Tempera on canvas, c. 1482, 




B.2. There are always those times that an artist or designer thinks that they can use 
] 
Negative Space differently. This usually ends with mixed results. It is one thing to not 
use a principle, in some cases there will be no Negative Space, such as a table layout, but 
j 
it is quite another to attempt to push the definition of Negative Space. The following 
examples illustrate poor uses of Negative Space. 
Clouds clutter Negative Space. 
Figure 128: Delacroix, Eugene. The Lion 
Hunt. Panting, 1861,30 '/8 x 38 V”, Porter 
Palmer Collection, Art Institute of Chicago, 
Chicago. 
Stark emptiness around forms. 
Figure 129: Raphael. The Marriage of 
the Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 
V2\ Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. 
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Large quantities of elements lead to lack of Negative Space. 
Figure 130: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 14 x 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
B.3. We have shown you several different examples of Negative Space in the 
previous examples. One way to think of Negative Space is the interesting forms around 
the positive forms, also known as, subjective contours. You may or may not be familiar 
with it, but there are some images that exemplify Negative Space by making two images 
within the same piece. But we are not limited to making another recognizable image, 
more often than not it just needs to be an interesting negative image. See the below 
examples. 
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Figure 132: Liar/Man. 
B. 4. There is a time and place to use Negative Space, do not think you need to use it 
all the time. Typically the more artistic the design, the more interesting Negative Space; 
the more systematic the design, the less Negative Space. The real thing to watch out for 
is empty space. This is typically achieved when the Negative Space is not interesting at 
all. It is dull and lifeless. This usually distracts from good design. 
C. Reflection 
C. 1. We have demonstrated examples about this principle, now take the time to see if 
you can find the Negative Space in the following examples. See if you can discover why 
the Negative Space was placed where it was. What does it add to the image. This 
exercise will help you justify your own designs in the future. 
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Figure 134: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses Figure 135: Caravaggio. Death of the 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil on Virgin. Painting, 1605-1606. Appox. 12’ x 
Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. Galleria 8’, Louvre, Paris, 
degli Uffizi, Florence. ^ 
Figure 136: Boucher, Francois. Cupid a Captive. Painting, 1754, Approx. 66” x 34”, 
Wallace Collection, London. 
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C.2. Now take the time to create you own Negative Space Design for the pet store 
poster. Be sure to understand why you are placing which graphic element where in order 
to create the Negative Space. 
C.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Lesson 3: Text Curriculum: Visual Energy 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. One of the best ways to understand Visual Energy is to see it in examples. As 
with all the chapters in this text, we ask you to peruse selected examples and identify the 
principle of Visual Energy. The following modular examples will best illustrate the 
principle in a straight forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize the principle 
in traditional examples. 
In short. Visual Energy is when we perceive that shapes or compositions in an image 
push and pull and twist, even though there is no real pushing or pulling among the forms 
of a design. We see this in a variety of traditional examples. Many of the great masters 
used this technique in order to show motion or action within their work. 
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B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. Look at these types of Visual Energy in the following examples. Note the 
“motion or action” that is present even though we are looking at a static image. Images 
might even seem to leap out of the work and appear larger than life. (And these works 
undoubtedly have more energy in person.) 
Falling. Abruptness. 
Figure 137: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 138: Gentileschi, Artemisia. Judith 
and Maidservant with Head of Holofernes. c. 




Figure 139: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 1513, Villa Famesina, Rome. 
B.2. There are always times that an artist or designer thinks that they can use Visual 
Energy differently. This usually ends with mixed results. It is one thing to not use a 
principle, in some cases there will be no Visual Energy such as a table layout, but it is 
quite another to attempt to push the definition of Visual Energy. The following examples 
illustrate poor uses of Visual Energy. 
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Too much. Too subtle (figure above). 
Figure 140: Giotto. Lamentation, c. 1305, 
Fresco, Arena Chapel, Padua. 
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Figure 141: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival 
of Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. 
Painting, 1622-1625, Approx. 61” x 45 
2lf, Louvre, Paris. 
Conflicting Directions. 
Figure 142: Bruegel the Elder, Pieter. The Peasant Dance. Oil on wood, c. 1567, 
Approx. 45” x 65”, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. 
B.3. We have shown you several different varieties of Visual Energy in the previous 
examples. One way to think of Visual Energy is imagining the particular design or image 
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as part of a moving picture. What we “see” as moving pictures are actually a series of 
still images that are flashed in front of our eyes, our brain then links them via persistence 
of vision the (phenomena of the human brain retaining an image for a fraction of a 
second longer than the eye actually sees it). 
The individual images or frames within a motion picture have certain artistic qualities 
that help our brain link the images back into a moving picture. These artistic techniques 
are akin to taking a photo of objects in motion. On occasion you might see a slight blur, 
exaggeration of movement or even over suspension of feasibility of the objects qualities. 
These are also some of the qualities that describe Visual Energy within a piece. 
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B.4. There is a time and place to use Visual Energy, you do not need to use it all the 
time. In fact, unless there is a particular action you want to promote, you probably do not 
need to use it at all. If you are creating a straight forward “product shot you may not 
want to use Visual Energy. Though depending on your “product you might find it more 
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interesting to, add some Visual Energy. Just be careful, too much Visual Energy can 
distract your viewers’ attention although too little Visual Energy and the punch can be 
lost. 
C. Reflection 
C. 1. We have demonstrated examples about this principle, now take the time to see if 
you can justify why Visual Energy was used in the creation of a particular image. Go 
through following examples and jot down your ideas. This exercise will help you justify 
your own designs in the future. 
Figure 144: Caravaggio. The Figure 145: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A 
Entombment of Christ. Painting, Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery (in 
1602-1604. 9’ 10 !4” x 6’ 8”, which a lamp is put in place of the sun). 
Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby Museums and 
Art frallfM-v Dprhv RnoInnH 
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Figure 146: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 8’ 
6” x 10’ 8”, Louvre, Paris. 
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C.2. Now take the time to create your own Visual Energy Design for the pet store 
poster. Be sure to understand why you are making which graphic element have Visual 
Energy. Also be aware of how the other elements interact with your decisions. 
C.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Lesson 4: Text Curriculum: Rhythm 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. One of the best ways to understand Rhythm is to see it in examples. As with all 
the chapters in this text, we ask you to peruse selected examples and identify with the 
principle of Rhythm. The following modular examples will best illustrate the principle in 
a straight forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize the principle in 
traditional examples. 
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A. 2. In short, visual Rhythm is the use of a reoccurring theme, imagery, shape or 
transition. We see this in a variety of traditional examples. Many of the great masters 
used this technique to add flow or motion to their pieces. 
B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. Look at the Rhythm in the following examples. Note that the “pattern” is not 
necessarily the most important aspect of the work. But rather something that adds to the 
over all cohesiveness of the piece. 
Figure 147: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival of 
Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. Painting, 
1622-1625, Approx. 61” x 45 2If, Louvre, 
Paris. 
Figure 148: Michelangelo. The Last 
Judgment, fresco on the altar wall of the 
Sistine Chapel, 1534-1541. The Vatican, 
Rome. 
Figure 149: Delacroix, Eugene. Liberty 
Leading the People. Painting, 1830, approx. 
8’6” x 10’8”, Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 150: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
B.2. There are always those times that an artist or designer thinks that they can use 
Rhythm differently. This usually results in mixed results. It is one thing to not use a 
principle, in some cases there will be no Rhythm such as a table layout, but it is quite 
another to attempt to push the definition of Rhythm. The following examples illustrate 
poor uses of Rhythm. 
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Figure 151: Delacroix, Eug&ne. The Lion 
Hunt. Panting, 1861, 30 Vg x 38 Va\ 
Porter Palmer Collection, Art Institute of 
Chicago, Chicago. 
Figure 152: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 V2 x 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
B.3. We have shown you several different varieties of Rhythm in the previous 
examples. When most people think of Rhythm, they usually think of music. Though 
musical rhythm is different from visual Rhythm you could look at sheet music to get the 
idea of visual Rhythm. The melody and accompaniment notation of sheet music follows 
a certain visual pattern due to the nature of the scale. In the following example of 
Mozart’s “First Minuet” we can see a wave type patter emerge on both of the scales. 
Though not perfectly repetitive, we can see the flow of Rhythm to the notes. 
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Figure 153: Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. First Minuet. Sheet Music, 1762. 
B.4. There is a time and place to use Rhythm, you do not think you need to use it all 
the time. In fact, unless there is a particular flow you want to promote, you probably do 
not need to use it at all. If you are creating a design based on a table or list, there may not 
be a need to implement Rhythm. Use it when it is relevant or when it will add to your 
design. Do not try and integrate it in every design because it is not possible. 
C. Reflection 
C. 1. We have demonstrated examples about this principle, now take the time to see if 
you can justify why Rhythm was used within the following pieces. Go through following 
examples and jot down your ideas. This exercise will help you justify your own designs 
in the future. 
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I 
Figure 154: Giotto. Lamentation, c. 1305, 
Fresco, Arena Chapel, Padua. 
I 
Figure 155: Caravaggio. The 
Entombment of Christ. Painting, 1602- 
1604. 9’ 10 VT x 6’ 8”, Pinacoteca 
Vaticana, Rome. 
Figure 156: Raphael. The Marriage of the Figure 157: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 
Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 Vi\ 1513, VillaFamesina, Rome. 
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C.2. Now take the time to create your own Rhythm Design for the pet store poster. Be 
sure to understand why you are placing each graphic element where you do. Also be 
aware of how the other elements can influence the Rhythm. 
C.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Lesson 5: Text Curriculum: Hierarchy 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. One of the best ways to understand Hierarchy is to see it in examples. As will all 
the chapters in this text, we ask you to peruse selected examples and identify the 
principle of Hierarchy. The following modular examples will best illustrate the principle 
in a straight forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize the principle in 
traditional examples. 
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A. 2. In short. Hierarchy is the arrangement of graphic elements within a design so that 
each element is placed in a specific order leading either to or from the most important 
element. We see this in a variety of traditional examples. Many of the great masters used 
the classic “Madonna and Child” within some of their more ecclesiastic works. Here we 
find that the Madonna is always portrayed as the most important graphic element. 
B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. Look at this and other types of Hierarchy on the following examples. Note that 
the “most important” graphic element is not necessarily the biggest or always placed at 
the topmost part of the image. 
Size. Motion. 
Figure 158: Anonymous, Allegury of Africa, 
Mosaic, early fourth century A.D., from the 
Roman villa at Piazza Armerina, Sicily. 
Figure 159: Caravaggio. The 
Entombment of Christ. Painting, 1602- 
1604. 9’ 10 !4” x 6’ 8”, Pinacoteca 
Vaticana, Rome. 
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Placement and Shadowing. Pointed. 
Figure 160: Gentileschi, Artemisia. Judith Figure 161: Raphael. Galatea. Fresco, 
and Maidservant with Head of Holofernes. 1513, Villa Famesina, Rome, 
c. 1625, Appox. 6’ x 4’ 8”, Detroit 
Institute of Arts. 
B.2. There are always those times that an artist or designer thinks that they can use 
Hierarchy differently. This usually ends up with mixed results. It is one thing to not use a 
principle, in some cases there will be no Hierarchy such as a table layout, but it is quite 
another to attempt to push the definition of Hierarchy. The following examples illustrate 
poor uses of Hierarchy. 
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Crowded. Lack of Important Element. 
Figure 162: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 163: Bruegel the Elder, Pieter. The 
Peasant Dance. Oil on wood, c. 1567, Approx. 
45” x 65”, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna. 
Over shadowed. 
Figure 164: Velaquez, Diego. Las 
Meninas. Painting, 1656 Approx. 10’ 5” 
9’, Museo del Prado, Madrid. 
Conflicting Important Elements. 
Figure 165: Rubins, Peter Paul. Arrival of 
x Marie de ’ Medict at Marseilles. Painting, 
1622-1625, Approx. 61” x 45 2If, Louvre, 
Paris. 
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B.3. We have shown you several different varieties of Hierarchy in the previous 
examples. One way to think of Hierarchy is thinking of a Christmas tree. All of the 
branch decorations lead up to the star or angle at the top of the tree. Note that we are not 
saying that the most important element is always at the top. On the contrary, turn the 
Christmas tree up side down. You are still forced to look at the most important element 
at the bottom of the tree. In fact, even if you add a full nativity, a fairly large element, 
you still look at the star, even upside down. And even if you take away the “tree” part 
and leave just the decorations you are still forced to look at the star. See the examples 
below. Turn the page to test the top of the screen importance. 
Figure 166: Christmas Tree Analogy 
B. 4. There is a time and place to use Hierarchy, do not think you need to use it all the 
time. In fact, unless there is a particular element you need to promote more than every 
other element, you probably do not need to use it at all. If you are creating a design 
based on a list, such as a navigation bar, there is no Hierarchy. The same also holds true 
if you are making a table layout. It is only relevant when the design calls for it. Do not 
try and integrate it in every design because it is not possible. 
C. Reflection 
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C. 1. We have demonstrated examples about this principle, now take the time to see if 
you can justify why Hierarchy was chosen to illustrate a particular graphic design 
element’s importance. Go through following examples and jot down your ideas. This 
exercise will help you justify your own designs in the future. 
Figure 167: Anonymous. The Figure 168: Raphael. Madonna with the 
Transformation of Jesus, apse mosaic from Goldfinch (Madonna del Cardellino). 
the church of the monastery of St. Catherine. Oil on wood, 1505-1506, 42” x 29 Vi\ 
Mosaic, c.560, Mount Sinai, Egypt. Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 169: Giotto. Lamentation, c. 1305, 
Fresco, Arena Chapel, Padua. 
Figure 170: Caravaggio. Death of the 
Virgin. Painting, 1605-1606. Appox. 12’ 
x 8’, Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 171: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery (in 
which a lamp is put in place of the sun). Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby Museums and 
Art Gallery, Derby, England. 
C.2. Now take the time to create your own Hierarchy Design for the pet store poster. 
Be sure to understand why you are making which graphic element the most important. 
Also be aware of how the other elements lead you to that important element. 
C.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Lesson 6: Text Curriculum: Leading the Eve 
A. Introduction: 
A. 1. One of the best ways to understand the “Leading the Eye” principle is to see it in 
examples. As will all the chapters in this text, we ask you to peruse selected examples 
and identify with the principle. The following modular examples will best illustrate the 
principle in a straight forward fashion. Later you will be asked to recognize the principle 
in traditional examples. 
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A. 2. In short, Leading the Eye is the ability of specific visual elements to direct 
attention along a given path within a design. We see this in a variety of traditional 
examples. Some of the great masters used this technique to make their viewer’s eyes 
peruse the entire piece. Many times there is a relation between a successful lead and a 
good use of Hierarchy, though this is not a requirement. 
B. Reinforcement 
B. 1. Look at the following types of “leads” in the following examples. Note that the 
flow or lead is not necessarily related to the most important element of the image, but 
rather a way to get you to look at the image in its entirety. 
Figure 172: Caravaggio. The Entombment Figure 173: Gentileschi, Artemisia. Judith 
of Christ. Painting, 1602-1604. 9’ 10 Vi” x and Maidservant with Head of Holofernes. 
6’ 8”, Pinacoteca Vaticana, Rome. c. 1625, Appox. 6’ x 4’ 8”, Detroit 
Institute nf Arte 
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Figure 174: Boucher, Francis. Cupid a Captive. Painting, 1754, Approx. 66” x 34”, 
Wallace Collection, London. 
B.2. Sometimes an artist attempts to use a lead, but for some reason it falls short. This 
usually creates mixed results. Sometimes the image as a whole is too crowded or busy 
and other times the lead it too subtle for it to be effective. The following examples 
illustrate poor uses of Leading the Eye. 
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Figure 175: Delacroix, Eugene. The Lion 
Hunt. Panting, 1861, 30 Vgx 38 
Porter Palmer Collection, Art Institute of 
Chicago, Chicago. 
Figure 176: Renoir, Auguste. Moulin de la 
Galette. Painting, 1817, 51 V2 x 69”, The 
Louvre, Paris. 
Figure 177: Michelangelo. The Last 
Judgment, fresco on the altar wall of the 
Sistine Chapel, 1534-1541. The Vatican, 
Rome. 
Figure 178: Raphael. The Marriage of the 
Virgin. Oil on wood, 1504, 67” x 46 1/2”, 
Pinacoteca di Brera, Milan. 
B.3. We have shown you several different ways of using the Leading the Eye 
principle in the previous examples. One way to think of a good Leading the Eye is 
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comparing it to the way a theater marquis chaser lights run around the sign. For a 
moment, when you first look at the sign, your eyes tend to follow the trail of lights 
around the sign. This gets you to view the sign in a particular order that usually helps 
you read it. Horizontal signs have horizontal lights, vertical signs have vertical lights. 
After this initial introduction your eyes are free to wander across the sign whatever way 
you choose. It is this initial lead that we are looking for. See the below examples. 
Figure 179: Chaser Lights Example 1 
Figure 180: Chaser Lights Example 2 
B.4. Most of the time a successful design incorporates a good lead. However, for 
some images or designs, like a portrait or product shot, there is no lead. The image is 
very static and plain. If you are faced with this type of image or design do not feel as 
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though you need to lead your viewer’s eyes. Accept the image for what it is and do the 
best you can with it. If you can do something with the lighting or background, or some 
other subtlety, then by all means try. 
C. Reflection 
C. 1. We have demonstrated examples about this principle, now take the time to see if 
you can justify why the artist used their particular “leads”. Go through following 
examples and jot down your ideas. This exercise will help you justify your own designs 
in the future. 
Figure 181: Giotto. Lamentation, c. 1305, 
Fresco, Arena Chapel, Padua. 
Figure 182: Wright of Derby, Joseph. A 
Philosopher giving a Lecture at the Orrery 
(in which a lamp is put in place of the 
sun). Painting, c. 1763-1765. Derby 
Museums and Art Gallery, Derby, 
England. 
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Figure 183: Botticelle, Sandro. The Birth of 
Venus. Tempera on canvas, c. 1482, Approx. 
5’8” x 9’ 1”, Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
Figure 184: Fiorentino, Rosso. Moses 
Defending the Daughters of Jethro. Oil 
on Canvas, 1523, Approx. 63” x 46”. 
Galleria degli Uffizi, Florence. 
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C.2. Now take the time to create your own “Leading the Eye” design for the pet store 
poster. Be sure to understand how you are leading the viewers eyes, as well as, where the 
viewer is going to finally end up looking. 
C.3. You will want to write down your justifications for the class discussion. 
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Table 4: Pre-Survey, Version A 

















123 123 123 123 123 312 312 321 321 321 
Recognition 
Simple 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 
Negative 2 1 2 2 2 2 0 2 1 1 
Eneigy 2 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 
Rhythm 2 0 2 2 2 ' 2 2 2 1 2 
Hierarchy 2 X 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 
Leading 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 
Subtotal 11 6 10 10 11 11 10 10 9 10 
Average Section 
Score 
1.83 1.20 1.67 1.67 1.83 1.83 1.67 1.67 1.50 1.67 
Understanding 
Simple 1 1 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 
Negative 2 2 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 
Energy 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 
Rhythm 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 
Hierarchy 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 2 
Leading 2 0 2 2 2 0 X 2 2 2 
Subtotal 11 9 10 12 12 7 6 11 11 12 
Average Section 
Score 
1.83 1.50 1.67 2.00 2.00 1.17 1.20 1.83 1.83 2.00 
Producing 
Simple 0 2 
- 
0 2 2 0 0 1 2 X 
Negative 2 1 2 1.50 2 0 0 2 2 X 
Energy 0 0 0 0 X 0 2 0 X x 
Rhythm 2 1 2 2X 1 X 0 0 X 
Hierarchy 1 2 2 2 1 2X 1 X X 
Leading 2 2 
1.50 1.50 2 1 0 1.50 1 X 
Subtotal 7 8 7.50 9 7 4 2 5.50 5 0 
Average Section 
Score 
1.17 1.33 1.25 1.50 1.75 0.67 0.50 0.92 1.25 0 



























Table 5: Post-Survey, Version B 
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10 11 10 12 10 
1.50 1.67 1.83 1.67 1.50 2.00 1.67 
10 10 12 io.30 





































11 12 11 11 











12 11 11.30 


















Subtotal 8 7 6.50 9.50 11 7.50 9.50 10 6.50 7 8.25 
Average Section 
Score 
1.33 1.17 1.08 1.58 1.83 1.25 1.58 1.67 1.08 1.17 1.38 
Total 27 28 28.50 31.50 31 30.50 31.50 32 28.50 30 29.85 
Difference -2 5 1 0.50 1 8.50 13.50 5.50 3.50 8 4.45 
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o VO ©0 Tf OO o 8 
CQ Q 
S 1 i e C/3 1 o 
ON 
123 123 231 231 231 231 321 321 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
2 1 2 1 2 2 2 2 
1 1 2 2 1 1 2 
2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 1 2 2 2 1 
11 10 11 9 10 10 10 10 
1.83 1.67 1.83 1.50 1.67 1.67 1.67 1.67 
1 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 
2 2 0 0 0 2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 1.50 2 
2 2 2 1 2 1 2 2 
2 1 2 1 2 2 2 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 0 2 
11 11 10 8 10 11 8.50 10 
1.83 1.83 1.67 1.33 1.67 1.83 1.42 1.67 
0.50 0.50 1 1 2 2 1 0 
2 2 2 0 2 0 2.00 0.50 
1 0 0 0.50 1 0 1 0 
1.50 2 1 X 1 0 2 1 
2 2 2 1 1 0 0.50 1 
2 2 1 1 2 0.50 0 0 
9 8.50 7 3.50 9 2.50 6.50 2.50 
1.5C 1.42 1.17 0.70 1.50 0.42 1.08 0.42 
31 29.50 28 20.50 29 23.50 25 22.50 
321 321 
1 2 1.90 
0 0 1.60 
2 2 1.80 
2 0 1.30 
2 1 1.30 
2 2 1.80 
9 7 9.70 
1.50 1.17 1.62 
2 2 1.80 
2 2 1.30 
2 2 1.95 
1 2 1.70 
1 2 1.60 
2 2 1.80 
10 12 10.15 
1.67 2.00 1.69 
2 1 1.10 
0 2 1.25 
0 0 0.35 
2 0 1.17 
2 0 1.15 
2 2 1.25 
8 5 6.i5 
1.33 0.83 1.04 
27 24.00 26 
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1.83 1.83 1.83 
12 8 9 
2 1.33 1.50 
12 9 11 10 io.40 

























































Subtotal 11 10 7 7 10 i 8.50 7 10 8.50 10.50 8.90 
Average Section 1.75 1.67 1.17 1.17 1.67 1.42 1.17 1.67 1.42 1.75 1.48 
Score 
Total 30.50 32.00 29 30 29 27.50 28 28 28.50 30.50 29.30 
Difference -0.50 ' 2.50 1 9.50 0 i 4.00 3 5.50 1.50 6.50 330 
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Table 9: Student Average Scores for Each Section 























o © © © © Q_ QL a: -O c ■a ■g 
Version Pre A 3 D 2 Q. 
JBC/604 123 1.83 1.5C 1.83 1.67 1.17 1.33 
EAG413 123 1.20 1.67 1.50 1.83 1.33 1.17 
SNF802 123 1.67 1.83 1.67 1.83 1.25 1.08 
MLD/781 123 1.67 1.67 2 2 1.50 1.58 
SM/413 123 1.83 1.50 2 1.83 1.75 1.83 
DDW512 312 1.83 2 1.17 1.83 0.67 1.25 
AHC97201 312 1.67 1.67 1.20 2 0.50 1.58 
JSM617 321 1.67 1.67 1.83 2 0.92 1.67 
BDB330 321 1.50 1.67 1.83 2 1.25 1.08 
APT508 321 1.67 2 2 1.83 0 1.17 
Version Pre B 
DB510 123 1.83 
1.67 
1.50 1.83 1.83 1.50 1.75 
44026 123 1.83 1.83 1.83 1.42 1.67 
NMM/781 231 1.83 1.83 1.67 1.83 1.17 1.17 
KMP914 231 1.50 1.83 1.33 2 0.70 1.17 
SJB954 231 1.67 1.83 1.67 1.33 1.50 1.67 
TRV31337 231 1.67 1.67 1.83 1.50 0.42 1.42 
GMW508 321 1.67 1.50 1.42 2 1.08 1.17 
359 321 1.67 1.50 1.67 1.50 0.42 1.67 
LLB 321 1.50 1.50 1.67 1.83 1.33 1.42 
JMK413 321 1.17 1.67 2 1.67 0.83 1.75 
Average Score 1.64 1.69 1.70 1.81 1.04 1.43 









-♦ Recognition 1.64 1.69 
■ Understanding 1.70 1.81 
Producing 1.04 1.43 
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Table 11: Recognition Pre / Post Mean Score for Each Question 
Table 12: Understanding Pre / Post Mean Score for Each Question 
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